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1 Revision  

Revision Release 
Date 

Changes 

4 January 27, 
2021 

added use cases for the ventilation control 

reworked charge port explanation in section "MQTT and Mosquitto 
Documentation" and added "port0/" prefix in the MQTT topic definition 
section 

updated GetDiagnostics feature and limitation description with newly 
supported upload protocols 

updated table "CP State Information" and added SHRT_MIN 
explanation in section "Charge status information" regarding the 
initialization of the QCA7000 

added ChangeAvailability behavior to OCPP limitations 

added definition of a customer.json config parameter to configure the 
ventilation control mode and described MQTT topics of the ventilation 
control 

extended meter error behavior 

added hint regarding alternative mating connector suppliers and 
different "coding noses" 

added hint where customer specific network configuration files have to 
be placed 

listed new Phoenix Contact device as supported electrical meter 

added section on additional customer availability 

3 September 
22, 2020 

added additional note for the OCPP ReaderFailure in section OCPP 
StatusNotification 

added topic definition TOPIC_OCPP_ONLINE in section MQTT Topics 

added Huawei E3372 to supported USB dongle list 

added explanation of the general behavior of the board during firmware 
update in section Firmware Upgrade 

added explanation for MQTT topic 
TOPIC_GLOBAL_VERSION_CHARGING_SOFTWARE in section 
MQTT Topics 

added explanation for MQTT topic 
TOPIC_GLOBAL_DYN_CURRENT_LIMIT in section Current limits for 
basic AC charging 

added note that RFID is now optional 

added limitations of SetChargingProfile 

added section RFID authorization 

added section sharing RFID reader (incl. relevant config parameter) 

added section Partitioning to Firmware Upgrade 
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updated mains powerline fallback network configuration description 

2 May 12, 
2020 

refined wording in section X8 

added section MQTT Service Discovery 

set hint to export gpios to use in userspace 

table Configuration Parameter leds.json: new LED behavior conditions 
“failure” and “deactivated” 

table Configuration Hardware Parameter customer.json: new plug lock 
type “INTRAMCO-603205” 

table Configuration Software Parameter customer.json: new 
configuration parameter 

“digital_input_threshold_voltage”, “rfid_stop_transaction”, 
“force_wake_up”, “wake_up_after_timeout”, 
“emergency_alarm/polarity”, “user_authentication”; adjusted 
configuration parameter “evse_id” 

section OCPP Features: added server side WebSocket Ping Pong and 
FirmwareManagement support 

added section OCPP configuration 

section Basic SECC configuration: removed basic SECC configuration 
table 

added section which describes software part for the relays, locking 
motors and the 4 wire PWM fan 

added pairing instructions for mains PLC 

section Digital Input & Output: clarified behavior list belongs to status 
LED 

reworked SW development sections 

restructured network related stuff to fit Yocto based image 

added instructions how to use USB internet dongle 

removed currently not implemented MQTT topics 

added instructions to export GPIO 

added locking motor logic information 

added mounting section 

added section Mating Connectors 

mentioned new support for more electricity meters 

mentioned new support for RCD recloser 

added section current limits 

mentioned has.to.be certification 

added timings section 

added data transfer section 
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listed imitations of OCPP offline operation 

added RFID information 

removed note about RCD & authorization key 

1 February 
20, 2019 

initial release 

Thank you very much for your trust. We are happy that you have chosen our Charge Control 
platform to operate your eMobility charging solution. This User Guide will help you to understand 
all features of our product and configure them properly to fit your and your customer’s 
requirements best. 

2 Safety Notes 

IMPORTANT: Read the following safety instruction carefully and clearly prior to the assembly and 
use of the device. Please keep these safety instructions for future reference. 

• The installation and assembly may only be carried out by a qualified electrician! 

• This device, which is supplied with mains power, has to be secured by means of a 
max. B6A circuit breaker. In case of a multi-phase connection, such a circuit breaker has to 
be provided for each connected outer conductor. These circuit breakers are to be installed 
directly next to each other. 

• WARNING! This device is connected to mains power and hazardous voltages which are not 
covered. Hazardous voltages must be covered inside the charging station to prevent 
electrical shocks. 

• Attention! Make sure that the device is not exposed to heat sources which may lead to 
overheating. Charge Control C can be damaged in case of overheating. 

• Attention! The device may only be connected in the range of overvoltage category 3 or lower. 
Operating Charge Control C in a higher category can damage the device. 

• Attention! Ensure adequate ventilation at the site of installation. Charge Control C can be 
damaged in case of overheating. 

• Attention! Do not operate the device in supply networks which do not comply with the 
specifications on the type plate. Operating Charge Control C in networks not compatible with 
the specifications on the type plate can damage the device. 

• Attention! The device may only be installed in dry areas. Exposing Charge Control C to 
wetness can damage the device.  

• This device is designed for installation on DIN rails which provide fire protection as per DIN 
EN 60950-1. 

3 Device Overview 

3.1 Product Features 

• future-proof technology: ARM Cortex-A7 @ 800 MHz, DDR3, eMMC 

• up to 6x digital general purpose inputs 

• up to 6x digital general purpose outputs 

• 4-Wire pulse width modulation (PWM) fan interface 

• 10/100 Mbit/s Ethernet 
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• USB 

• rotary switch coded maximum charging current 

• debug LEDs 

• up to 2x EIA-485 

• CAN 

• 2x Motor Driver 

• 1-Wire Interface 

• mains switching relays with sense feedback (only 1 Charging socket supported) 

• ISO 15118 compliant control and proximity pilot interface 

• HomePlug Green PHY™ on mains 

• HomePlug Green PHY™ on control pilot 

• filtered mains output 

• OCPP 1.6J 

• MQTT 

Availability of the interfaces depends on the actual variant - see the product datasheet for more 
details. 

3.2 Product Description 

Charge Control C is an IEC 61851 and ISO 15118 (CCS) compliant charging controller, born to 
beat in every kind of electric AC vehicle charging station. It is capable of the ISO 15118 control 
and proximity pilot signals as well as the PWM charging signal, conform to IEC 61851. It can 
directly control actuators like locking motors, contactors and ventilation. With its amount of 
general-purpose IO it can be connected to a variety of periphery. It comes with the standard 
interfaces to be connected to electric meters, RFID devices and different kinds of actuators and 
sensors. Charge Control C is currently available in three different hardware variants (Charge 
Control C 100, 200 and 300) that are suitable for different complexities of charging stations. 

3.3 OCPP features 

Charge Control C supports OCPP according to the OCPP 1.6J Specification (JSON over 
WebSocket) with server side WebSocket Ping Pong. Currently to use all OCPP features a 
supported RFID reader and meter must be connected. 

From OCPP’s Smart Charging profile the Charge Control C implements the commands 
ClearChargingProfile and SetChargingProfile only for ChargePointMaxProfile. In 

order to reduce eMMC wearout the charging profile will be stored persistently after some delay. 

In case a running transaction is interrupted (e.g. by a power loss on the charging station), this 
transaction will be terminated after reconnecting to the charging station. For the rare case that 
the meter has a malfunction in this situation, the charge point will use a saved meter reading 
which is at least from the start of the transaction. 

The OCPP command GetDiagnostics currently supports the following upload protocols: FTP, 

FTPS, HTTP, HTTPS (using method POST). 

Supported OCPP messages: 

Charge point initiated 

Authorize 

BootNotification 

DiagnosticStatusNotification 
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FirmwareStatusNotififcation 

HeartBeat 

MeterValues 

StartTransaction 

StatusNotification 

StopTransaction 

Central system initiated 

ChangeAvailability 

ChangeConfiguration 

ClearCache 

ClearChargingProfile 

DataTransfer 

GetConfiguration 

GetDiagnostics 

GetLocalListVersion 

RemoteStartTransaction 

RemoteStopTransaction 

Reset 

SendLocalList 

SetChargingProfile 

UnlockConnector 

UpdateFirmware 

Table 1 Supported OCPP messages 

3.3.1 Limitations of the OCPP implementation 

Currently the following limitations apply: 

• The clock synchronization of Charge Control C is only done via NTP, while the currentTime 

received from a Central System via the BootNotification message is ignored. 

• Currently for SendLocalList only the updateType Full is implemented. 

• Energy.Active.Import.Register is the only supported measurand currently. 

• Only one connector is supported currently. 

• The parentId handling is not supported yet. 

• Empty idTags are not supported and will be rejected. 

• Transaction IDs are limited to 32 bit signed integer. 

• Charging profiles in a RemoteStartTransaction are ignored 

• SetChargingProfile only supports one charging profile with the chargingRateUnit = A 

and chargingProfilePurpose = ChargePointMaxProfile (which implies connectorId 0) 
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• SetChargingProfile does not support charging schedules or stacking 

• ChangeAvailability schedules the change to Inoperative in case an EV is present on the 
connector (instead of a transaction is running), but any attempt to start a new transaction will 
be rejected 

• Parameters startTime and stopTime in GetDiagnostics are ignored 

3.3.2 Limitations of the OCPP offline operation 

• If a reboot occurs while offline, the transactions which were stored offline are not retained and 
cannot be forwarded to the Central System when back online. Any last transaction which was 
started before going offline and rebooting will be completed, i.e. stopped, though. 

• The Charge Point cannot charge offline until it has registered successfully with its configured 
Central System URI at least once. 

• If the Charge Control C does not have a valid system time, offline charging is possible, but 
the offline transactions are not forwarded to the Central System when back online, due to the 
invalidity of their timestamps. This also applies to meter values acquired during that time. 

• A firmware update started while offline will be delayed until a connection to the Central 
System is re-established. 

• No StatusNotification about already resolved fault states while offline will be forwarded to the 
Central System when back online. 
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3.3.3 OCPP StatusNotification 

In order to limit the rate of StatusNotifications, there is a minimum delay of 10 seconds between two StatusNotifications. Charge Control C implements 
the following error codes for a StatusNotification: 

Condition ConnectorId ChargePointErrorCode vendorErrorCode Note 

contactor/error = 1 >= 1 PowerSwitchFailure   

plug_lock/permanent_failure = 
PlugLockMotorCapNotCharged 

>= 1 ConnectorLockFailure PlugLockMotorCapNotCharged  

plug_lock/permanent_failure = 
PlugLockMotorUnexpectedOpen 

>= 1 ConnectorLockFailure PlugLockMotorUnexpectedOpen  

plug_lock/permanent_failure = 
PlugLockMotorUnexpectedClose 

>= 1 ConnectorLockFailure PlugLockMotorUnexpectedClose  

plug_lock/permanent_failure = 
PlugLockCannotLock 

>= 1 ConnectorLockFailure PlugLockCannotLock  

plug_lock/permanent_failure = 
PlugLockCannotUnlock 

>= 1 ConnectorLockFailure PlugLockCannotUnlock  

metering/meter/available = 0 >= 1 PowerMeterFailure   

rfid/available = 0 >= 1 ReaderFailure  Applies only when RFID is enabled. An 
ongoing charging session remains 
active, if a reader error has occured. If 
the reader error persists, a transaction 
can still be started and stopped via the 
OCPP backend. 
 

rcd/state/actual = 0 >= 1 GroundFailure   

emergency_shutdown = 1 >= 0 OtherError EmergencyShutdown  

rcd/recloser/error = 1 >= 1 OtherError RcdRecloserFailure  
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Authorize.Conf mismatch Local auth 
list 

== 0 LocalListConflict   

Table 2 OCPP StatusNotification 

Note: The order of the entries defines the priority in descending order. 

 

3.3.4 Availability 

In addition to the control of Availability via OCPP, the availability of the charging station can be controlled with an MQTT topic. This external control is 
noted as "customer availability" in the table below. Note that, if the backend has set the charging station to "inoperative", the customer availability cannot 
force it to "operative". 

Backend availability Customer availability Actual (resulting) availability 

inoperative operative inoperative 

inoperative inoperative inoperative 

operative operative operative 

operative inoperative inoperative 

Table 3 Availability matrix 

The following are the MQTT topics used to externally observe and control the availability. 

Topic Subscribe/Publish Type Retain Unit Remarks 

port0/ci/availability/target publishable String Yes - Contains one of the following strings to signal the additional customer 
availability: operative, inoperative. 

port0/availability/actual subscribeable-only String Yes  Contains one of the following strings to signal the overall, resulting 
availability: operative, inoperative. 

Table 4 Availability topics 
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3.3.5 OCPP configuration 

Charge Control C supports the following configuration parameters. Except for 
HeartbeatInterval, all writeable parameters are stored in the customer.json. 

Parameter Access Default Vendor 
specific 

AllowOfflineTxForUnknownId R/W false  

AuthorizationCacheEnabled R/W true  

AuthorizeRemoteTxRequests R false  

CentralSystemURI R/W  X 

ChargeProfileMaxStackLevel R 0  

ChargingScheduleAllowedChargingRateUnit R Current  

ChargingScheduleMaxPeriods R 1  

ClockAlignedDataInterval R/W 0  

ConnectionTimeOut R/W 60  

ConnectorPhaseRotation R unknown  

GetConfigurationMaxKeys R 10  

HeartbeatInterval R/W   

LocalAuthListEnabled R/W true  

LocalAuthListMaxLength R 10000  

LocalAuthorizeOffline R/W false  

LocalPreAuthorize R/W true  

MaxChargingProfilesIntalled R 1  

MeterValuesAlignedData R/W [ ]  

MeterValuesAlignedDataMaxLength R 17280  

MeterValuesSampledData R/W [Energy.Active.Import.Register]  

MeterValuesSampledDataMaxLength R 17280  

MeterValueSampleInterval R/W 30  

NumberOfConnectors R 1  

ResetRetries R 0  

SendLocalListMaxLength R 10000  

StopTransactionOnEVSideDisconnect R true  

StopTransactionOnInvalidId R/W true  

StopTxnAlignedData R/W [ ]  

StopTxnAlignedDataMaxLength R 17280  
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StopTxnSampledData R/W [ ]  

StopTxnSampledDataMaxLength R 17280  

SupportedFeatureProfiles R Core, FirmwareManagement, 
LocalAuthListManagement 

 

SupportedFileTransferProtocols R FTP, FTPS, HTTP, HTTPS  

TransactionMessageAttempts R/W 3  

TransactionMessageRetryInterval R/W 30  

UnlockConnectorOnEVSideDisconnect R true  

vendorId R com.in-tech.smartcharging X 

Table 5 OCPP configuration 

3.3.6 Generic OCPP DataTransfer 

Central System initiated 

 General synchronous interface from Central System 

Direction Central System → Charge Point 

Request  

MessageTypeNumber (Call) 2 

UniqueID string of 36 character 

Action DataTransfer 

Payload Object <vendorId>, <messageId>, <data> 

Confirm  

MessageTypeNumber (CallResult) 3 

UniqueID string of 36 character 

Payload Object <status>, <data> 

Table 6 General synchronous interface from Central System 

Note: It is recommended to encode the data with Base64. 

Name MQTT topic 

complete request ocpp/data_transfer_from.cs/request 

complete confirm ocpp/data_transfer_from_cs/confirm 

Table 7 MQTT topics 

Dedicated configuration in customer.json: 

Parameter Description Type Default 

ocpp/csDataTransfers[]/vendorId specifies the vendorId of a 
dataTransfer from the central 
system 

String  

ocpp/csDataTransfers[]/messageId specifies the optional messageId of 
a dataTransfer from the central 
system 

String  
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ocpp/csDataTransfers[]/confirmTimeout specifies the timeout of 
dataTransfer confirm on MQTT 
interface in seconds 

Integer (1 
.. 60) 

1 

Table 8 Dedicated configuration in customer.json 

The customer application: 

• subscribe to request topic 

• publish (no retain) the whole DataTransfer confirm as JSON to the confirm topic 

• UniqueID in confirm must be identical to the request 

Example 

Request 

[2,"73a0d9a1−12d1−4223−ad16−90928d30de1e","DataTransfer",{"vendorId":"com.

vendor","messageId":"fooBar","data":"base64encodedData"}] 

 

Confirm 

[3,"73a0d9a1−12d1−4223−ad16−90928d30de1e",{"status":"Accepted","data":"bas

e64encodedData"}] 

 

3.3.7 Specific OCPP DataTransfer 

Charge Control C supports the following DataTransfer messages: 

 Get the current state of the RCD recloser 

Direction Central System → Charge Point 

Request  

vendorId com.in-tech.smartcharging 

messageId rcdRecloserGetState 

data <connectorId> 

Response (good case)  

status Accepted 

data <recloserState> 

Response (bad case)  

status Rejected 

data <recloserReason> 

 Change the current state of the RCD recloser 

Direction Central System → Charge Point 

Request  

vendorId com.in-tech.smartcharging 

messageId rcdRecloserChangeState 
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data <connectorId>, <recloserState> 

Response (good case)  

Status Accepted 

data <recloserState> 

Response (bad case)  

status Rejected 

data <recloserReason> 

Table 9 DataTransfer message 

Definition: 

<recloserState>= open / close 

<recloserReason>= notPresent / notAvailable / invalidRequestData 

<conncectorId>= 1 

3.4 Timings 

The following table describes the fixed timings of the charging stack: 

Description Value Start point 

Minimum time until a BootNotification is sent (meter 
found) 

40 s Boot finished 

Maximum time until a BootNotification is sent (no 
meter found) 

60 s Boot finished 

Time until fallback to Offline mode 120 s Boot finished 

Delay before storing a charging profile persistently 60 s OCPP SetChargingProfile 
received 

Minimum delay between two OCPP 
StatusNotification 

10 s OCPP StatusNotification sent 

Timeout until an OCPP change configuration request 
fails 

1 s OCPP ChangeConfiguration 
received 

Timeout until an OCPP unlock connector request 
fails 

20 s OCPP UnlockConnector received 

Timeout until an OCPP RCD recloser change 
request fails 

10 s OCPP DataTransfer received 

Minimum time between opening and closing 
contactor 

6 s Contactor opened 

Table 10 Fixed timings of the charging stack 

4 HMI 

4.1 LEDs 

Charge Control C has three LEDs populated. 

• LED1 - green 

• LED2 - yellow 

• LED3 - red 
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Figure 1 LEDs on Charge Control C 

 

4.1.1 LED1 (green) 

Default behavior is: 

• blinking: booting 

• permanently on: boot is finished and charging software is operational 

4.1.2 LED2 (yellow) 

Default behavior is: 

• permanently on: USB Stick was plugged in and is being searched for update images 

• blinking (250ms on / 250ms off): update in progress 

4.1.3 LED3 (red) 

Default behavior is: 

• Linux Heartbeat (pulsing depending on load) 

4.2 Switches 

Charge Control C comes with three switches as shown in Figure Switches on Charge Control C. 
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Figure 2 Switches on Charge Control C 

 

4.2.1 SW1 - EIA-485 Termination 

SW1 enables or disables the termination resistor of the EIA-485 1/2 available on X7. 

Pos 1&2 Termination 

On On 

Off Off 

Table 11 SW1 - EIA-485 Termination 

4.2.2 SW2 - Rotary Coded Switch  

The rotary coded switch is intended to provide a setup possibility for field service technicians or 
similar personnel. The switch is read in software - the default use is to set up the maximum current 
that the charge controller may allow for charging, and the number of phases used. The use of the 
switch can be changed in software if desired. 

The currently implemented current limits are: 

SW2 position current limit in A number of phases 

0 6 1 

1 10 1 
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2 13 1 

3 16 1 

4 20 1 

5 32 1 

6 40 1 

7 63 1 

8 6 3 

9 10 3 

A 13 3 

B 16 3 

C 20 3 

D 32 3 

E 40 3 

F 63 3 

Table 12 Current limits 

CAUTION! 
Electrical shock hazard! The switch is usually locking the position of the selector at a valid 
position but it is possible to leave the selector in an invalid position between two states. Changing 
the selection should only be done in power-off state! 

4.2.3 SW3 

SW3 is reserved for future use and is not populated at the moment. 

5 Mechanical Dimensions 

The mechanical dimensions and mounting holes of this product are dimensioned in 
Figure mechanical drawing. 
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Figure 3 Mechanical drawing of Charge Control C 

 

6 Mounting 

• Mounting position is irrelevant as long as operating parameters are met. 

• Every mounting hole has a copper restrict area to support mounting via enclosure domes and 
screws. Screws and domes should not exceed a diameter of 7.8 mm. 

• Tightening torque should not exceed 4 Nm. 

7 Interfaces 

7.1 Ethernet 

This device supports 10/100 Mbit/s Ethernet. In the Linux operating system it is available as 
network interface eth0. Starting with Yocto-based firmware releases, this interface is part of a 
bridge interface br0, see following sections for details. 

Board Interface Linux Interface 

Ethernet eth0 

Table 13 Ethernet 
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7.2 USB 

USB support is composed of a USB OTG core controller. It is compliant with the USB 2.0 
specification. 

USB is mainly used for USB internet dongles, firmware updates and for commissioning purposes. 

Currently supported peripherals: 

• USB internet dongles 

o Huawei E3531 (3G, GPRS/HSDPA/UMTS) 

o Huawei E3372 (4G, LTE) 

7.3 EIA-485 

In order to connect Charge Control C to a backend or an internal peripheral (e.g. smart meters, 
display and RFID readers), the board supports up to two EIA-485 interfaces. 

The baudrates are configurable up to 115200 bps.  

Board Interface EIA-485 #1 isolated (X7) EIA-485 #2 (X8) 

Linux Interface /dev/ttymxc0 /dev/ttymxc4 

Termination yes, 120 Ohm deactivateable 
via SW1 

yes, 120 Ohm 
permanently 
activated 

Failsafe Biasing1 PCB board revision ≤ V0R32: 
no 

yes 

PCB board revision >V0R32: 
yes 

Intented 
Usage 

Charge Control C 
100 

link to backend / internal 
peripheral 

-not available- 

 Charge Control C 
200 

link to backend / internal 
peripheral 

-not available- 

 Charge Control C 
300 

link to backend internal peripheral 

Table 14 Board Interface 

1: 390 Ohm Pull-up & 390 Ohm Pull-down resistors permanently activated 

2: PCB board revision string can be found on the left side of the board near the relays 

Currently supported internal peripherals using Modbus: 

• Electricity meter 

o DZG DVH4013 

o Eastron SDM72D-M 

o Klefr 693x/694x 

o Phoenix Contact EEM-350-D-MCB 

• Recloser devices 

o Geya GRD9M/L 

Currently supported internal peripherals using proprietary protocols: 

• RFID reader 

o Stronglink SL032 
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Note: It should be avoided to use different protocols on the same connector. 

Since Charge Control C can be freely programmed it is possible to add device support on your 
own. Especially the ,,link to backend” functionality is not implemented by default. 

7.3.1 Start-up behavior 

During start there could be a single scan of the Modbus address range 01 - 99 by the metering 
daemon. In worst case this takes up to nearly 60 seconds. While the scan is active, no other 
access to the RS-485 bus is possible. 

7.3.2 Periodic behavior 

The RS-485 bus is accessed mutually by the daemons like meteringd. 

7.3.3 Behavior in case of unavailability  

No further scan attempt is made in case no meter was found during scan. The metering daemon 
is safe against temporary disconnects or unavailability. For example, the Klefr meters make a 
CRC check after power cycling during which the meters are not responding to Modbus queries 
and thus cause temporary unavailabilities. In order to workaround this behavior and to prevent 
reporting power meter failures during charging, a specific timeout of 10 seconds is implemented 
for these meters, while for all other meter types the timeout is set to 2 seconds before reporting 
an error. 
 

7.3.4 Assumptions 

All RS-485 devices must be connected before powering the charging station. 

7.3.5 Advices for customer applications 

Any access to the RS-485 device must be protected by TIOCEXCL/TIOCNXCL ioctl calls and 
should be limited to a short time (<1 s). Be aware about the hardware echo while sending data to 
the RS-485. It is up to the software to discard this local echo. All daemons accessing the RS-485 
must be running as user daemon and group dialout. Thus special care must be taken during 
development, e.g. when manually starting and testing daemons via SSH to run with appropriate 
changed uid/guid. 

7.4 Mains PLC 

This device supports 10 Mbit/s HomePlug Green PHY™ power line communication on mains. 
This interface is available (if present) as eth2. Please note, that for security reasons this interface 
does not ship from factory with the Network Management Key (NMK) set to ,,HomePlugAV” like 
traditional powerline devices did for a long time to ease installation. During the manufacturing 
process, a random NMK is generated for each device and installed as factory default setting. This 
prevents attackers from accessing the device over mains powerline with a well-known NMK. 

Board Interface Linux Interface 

Mains PLC eth2 

Table 15 Mains PLC 
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7.4.1 Pairing 

When your HomePlug compatible companion is already setup and working, you are ready to join the powerline network. 

For this you need to pair the Charge Control C with your HomePlug compatible companion. 

There are currently two different ways of pairing PLC devices with Charge Control C. 

Putting into service the Powerline connection by means of the push button method 

The push button pairing method is the most famous method. Charge Control C has no push button to activate this method but the push button can be 
simulated with on-board tools. 

1. Press the powerline security button on the companion (e.g. wallplug adapter) to start the pairing process. 

2. Run the following command on Charge Control C - this emulates pressing the pairing button of the evaluation board:  

root@tarragon:˜ $ plctool −B join −i eth2 

eth2 00:B0:52:00:00:01 Join Network 

eth2 00:01:87:FF:FF:2B Joining ... 

root@tarragon:˜ $ 

3. You should see the remote powerline adapter after a short while: 

root@tarragon:˜ $ plcstat −t −i eth2 

 P/L NET TEI −−−−−− MAC −−−−−− −−−−−− BDA −−−−−−  TX  RX CHIPSET FIRMWARE 

 LOC STA 002 00:01:87:FF:FF:2B 00:01:87:FF:FF:FE n/a n/a QCA7000 MAC−QCA7000−1.1.3.1531−00−20150204−CS 

 REM CCO 001 00:0B:3B:AA:86:55 E0:CB:4E:ED:1F:53 009 009 INT6400 INT6000−MAC−4−1−4102−00−3679−20090724−FINAL−B 

root@tarragon:˜ $ 

4. You’ve successfully created a powerline connection. 
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Putting into service the Powerline connection using software 

You can also add the device by means of DAK (Device Access Key, often also called device 
password or security ID) to an existing powerline network or couple it with a powerline Ethernet 
adapter. The DAK is indicated in the device labels 2D DataMatrix code of the Charge Control C. 
It consists of 4 x 4 letters, separated by hyphens. 

1. Note this DAK and install the device in the power grid. 

2. After the device has been put into service, you can add the device to the existing powerline 
network using the software of your powerline companion (e.g. FRITZ!Powerline or Devolo 
Cockpit for powerline ethernet adapter as powerline companion). 

3. In doing so, the DAK is to be entered. 

4. Please refer to the documentation of your powerline companion for further information about 
this process. 

7.5 Control Pilot / Proximity Pilot 

For ISO 15118 / DIN 70121 compliant communication between EVSE and PEV Charge Control 
C supports CP (control pilot) and PP (proximity pilot) signaling including Green PHY 
communication. This Green PHY communication is available on interface eth1. 

Since for EVSE/EV communication only IPv6 SLAAC is required, there is no further configuration 
(IPv4 etc.) necessary for this Linux interface. 

Board Interface Linux Interface 

Control Pilot PLC eth1 

Table 16 Control Pilot / Proximity Pilot 

Note: The Charge Control boards use a Qualcomm Atheros QCA7000 chip for Green PHY 
communication on CP line. The shipped QCA7000 firmware configuration contains a default set 
of prescalers which influence the CP signal level (,,loudness”). It is recommended to re-check 
these settings in customer’s specific setup and environment and tune them accordingly if 
necessary. 

7.6 Locking motors 

Charge Control C provides connectors for 2 locking motors. Currently only the plug lock motor is 
handled by the Charging stack. 

The locking motor outputs (M- and M+) are controlled via GPIO (IN1 and IN2) with a logical 
behavior. 

M+ = IN1 ∧ ¬IN2 

M- = IN2 ∧ ¬IN1 

Additionally, for the X9 interface IN1 must be inverted. 
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Figure 4 Locking Motor Logic 

 

7.6.1 Plug lock motor X9 

Board Interface Polarity Linux Interface 

IN1 active low /sys/class/gpio/gpio71 

IN2 active high /sys/class/gpio/gpio72 

FAULT active low /sys/class/gpio/gpio19 

SENSE ADC - /sys/bus/iio/devices/iio:deviceX/in_voltage0_raw 

Table 17 Plug lock motor X9 

7.6.2 Cover lock motor X10 

Board Interface Polarity Linux Interface 

IN1 active high /sys/class/gpio/gpio73 

IN2 active high /sys/class/gpio/gpio136 

FAULT active low /sys/class/gpio/gpio25 

SENSE ADC - /sys/bus/iio/devices/iio:deviceX/in_voltage1_raw 

Table 18 Cover lock motor X10 

Note: Since the enumeration of the IIO device depends on all connected devices, it is not 
guaranteed that the ADC is always iio:device0. Therefore, the name of the IIO device should 
always be checked (name must be 2198000.adc). 

7.7 Relays 

Board Interface Linux Interface MQTT topic 

NO_1 /sys/class/gpio/gpio76 port0/contactor/state/target 
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SENSE_1 /sys/class/gpio/gpio131 port0/contactor/state/actual 

NO_2 /sys/class/gpio/gpio77 port0/ventilation/state/target 

SENSE 2 /sys/class/gpio/gpio130 port0/ventilation/state/actual 

Table 19 Relays 

7.8 1-Wire 

This is a generic 1-Wire interface. It is realised with an I2C to 1-wire bridge. The bridge is handled 
by the DS2484 1-Wire Linux driver and provides the interface /sys/bus/w1/. 

’Application Note 7 - Charge Control C - Thermal Management’ shows an example of how to use 
the 1-Wire bridge. Since Charge Control C can be freely programmed, it is possible to add device 
support on your own. 

Board Interface Linux Interface 

1-Wire /sys/bus/w1/ 

Table 20 1-Wire 

7.9 Digital Input & Output 

7.9.1 Digital Input 

Charge Control C supports up to six digital inputs. All digital inputs have one common adjustable 
reference level from 0 V until +12 V. 

The reference voltage can be set through period time and duty cycle of a PWM in nano seconds 
[ns]. 

A 100% duty cycle corresponds to around 12 V reference voltage. 

The required duty cycle to a given period time and reference voltage can be calculated with the 
following formula: 

duty_cycle[ns]=reference_voltage[V]*period[ns]/12V 

 

E.g. reference voltage should be 6 V while reference voltage generator is driven with a 25 kHz 
PWM signal: 

• duty_cycle = 6 V * (1/25000 Hz * 10ˆ9) / 12 V = 20000 ns 

Vice versa the set reference voltage can be calculated: 

reference_voltage[V]=duty_cycle/period*12V 

 

Board Interface Linux Interface Preconfigured function Polarity 

DIG_IN_1 /sys/class/gpio/gpio121 emergency switch active high 

DIG_IN_2 /sys/class/gpio/gpio122 RCD feedback active high 

DIG_IN_3 /sys/class/gpio/gpio124 authorization key switch active high 

DIG_IN_4 /sys/class/gpio/gpio123   

DIG_IN_5 /sys/class/gpio/gpio116   

DIG_IN_6 /sys/class/gpio/gpio119   

Table 21 Digital Input 
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To use the digital inputs in Linux userspace the according GPIO may need to be exported and 
set to correct direction. 

e.g.: 

echo "119" > /sys/class/gpio/export 

echo "in"  > /sys/class/gpio/gpio119/direction 

 

Board Interface Linux Interface 

reference voltage duty cycle /sys/class/pwm/pwmchip1/pwm0/duty_cycle 

reference voltage period time /sys/class/pwm/pwmchip1/pwm0/period 

Table 22 Board and Linux Interface 

7.9.2 Digital Output 

Charge Control C supports up to six digital outputs. 

The digital outputs are real push-pull drivers. Up to 100 mA can be drawn from a single output. 

Board Interface Linux Interface Preconfigured function Polarity 

PUSH_PULL_OUT_1 /sys/class/gpio/gpio84 status LED active high 

PUSH_PULL_OUT_2 /sys/class/gpio/gpio85   

PUSH_PULL_OUT_3 /sys/class/gpio/gpio86   

PUSH_PULL_OUT_4 /sys/class/gpio/gpio87   

PUSH_PULL_OUT_5 /sys/class/gpio/gpio88   

PUSH_PULL_OUT_6 /sys/class/gpio/gpio89   

Table 23 Digital Output 

Status LED behavior: 

• solid high = ready 

• 1000 ms high. 1000 ms low = charging 

• 100 ms high, 100 ms low = error 

To use the digital outputs in Linux userspace the according GPIO may need to be exported and 
set to correct direction. 

e.g.: 

echo "89"  > /sys/class/gpio/export 

echo "out" > /sys/class/gpio/gpio89/direction 

 

7.10 4 wire fan 

Charge Control C uses common tools like the hwmon/ thermal framework of the Linux Kernel. 

As per default Charge Control C only uses the thermal sensor on the i.MX6ULL SoC and tries to 
regulate the temperature via the X3 fan connector. The responsible program is the shell script 
,,fancontrol” (taken from lmsensors) which is started automatically during boot on Charge Control 
C 300. 
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8 Board Connections 

Charge Control C has 14 connectors (X1...X14) and three pinheaders (JP1...JP3) as shown in 
Figure connectors of Charge Control C. 

The pinheaders are for configuring (JP1), debugging (JP2) and expanding (JP3) purposes. 

The connectors are used to establish the connection to the external EVSE periphery. 

 

Figure 5 Connectors of Charge Control C 

 

Please refer to the according section of the datasheet for electrical input and output values. 

8.1 X1 - mains 

The connector is used to connect the mains voltage to it. It provides a filtered mains output. 

Connecting the AC/DC-power-supply to this output port helps improving PLC signal integrity while 
using noisy power supplies. 

Up to 250 mA can be drawn from this port. 

Pin# Signal Note 

1 L_FILTERED filtered mains output L 
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2 N_FILTERED filtered mains output N 

3 L mains input L 

4 N mains input N 

5 PE protective earth, also board GND reference level 

Table 24 X1 - mains 

8.2 X2 - DC in 

This product needs DC supply voltage input. 

Pin# Name 

1 +12V 

2 GND 

Table 25 X2 - DC in 

8.3 X3 - fan 

Charge Control C provides an output for 4-Wire pulse width modulation (PWM) controlled fans. 

Pin# Signal 

1 CONTROL 

2 SENSE 

3 +12V 

4 GND 

Table 26 X3 - fan 

ATTENTION! Most fans have a pullup on the tach signal resulting in signals exceeding the 
absolute maximum rating of the fan interface. This could potentially destroy the whole device. 

8.4 X4 - 1-Wire 

This product provides a 1-Wire master interface where 1-Wire downstream slave devices (such 
as temperature sensors) can be connected. 

Pin# Signal 

1 1W_IO 

2 GND 

Table 27 X4 - 1-Wire 

8.5 X5 - Control and Proximity pilot 

The connector is used for connecting to EV. It provides the signals for control pilot, proximity pilot 
as well as Green-PHY powerline communication. 

Pin# Signal 

1 Control pilot 

2 Proximity pilot 

Table 28 X5 - Control and Proximity pilot 

8.6 X6 - Ethernet - USB 

X6 is a stacked Ethernet and USB connector. 
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8.6.1 Ethernet 

The Ethernet port supports 10/100 MBit/s and has embedded link and activity LED indicators. 

8.6.2 USB 

Charge Control C usually acts as USB host at this port. Up to 500 mA can be drawn from this 
port. It also can be used for provisioning purposes. 

8.7 X7 - EIA-485 1/2 

The first EIA-485 (RS-485) of Charge Control C is a galvanically isolated one. 

Pin# Signal 

1 B 

2 A 

3 REF 

Table 29 X7 - EIA-485 1/2 

8.8 X8 - EIA-485 2/2 - CAN 

This connector is used to connect to the i.MX6ULL using CAN or EIA-485 (RS-485). Whether X8 
is a CAN or EIA-485 interface is an assembly option of the board. Please see ordering information 
to select the appropriate variant. 

Both interfaces are referenced to GND. 

Pin# Signal 

 CAN RS-485 

1 H B 

2 L A 

3 GND 

Table 30 X8 - EIA-485 2/2 - CAN 

8.9 X9 / X10 - locking motor 

X9 and X10 have the same pinout. 

Pin# Signal 

1 M- 

2 M+ 

3 SENSE 

4 GND 

Table 31 X9 / X10 - locking motor 

Only X9 supports motor lock failsafe opening in case of power loss. 

There are locking motors available with different internal feedback circuity. Attach them according 
to the following images. 
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Figure 6 Typical Küster 02S and Phoenix Motor 

 

 

Figure 7 Typical Küster 04S Motor, Rs=1kΩ, Rp=10kΩ 
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Figure 8 Typical Hella, Bals, Menekes & Walther Werke Motor 

 

8.10 X11 - digital in 

This port supports digital inputs with digital adjustable reference level of up to +12 V. 

Pin# Signal 

1 DIG_IN_1 

2 DIG_IN_2 

3 DIG_IN_3 

4 DIG_IN_4 

5 GND 

Table 32 X11 - digital in 

8.11 X12 - digital in and out 

This port supports two digital inputs with digital adjustable reference level of up to +12 V and two 
digital outputs. The outputs are real push-pull drivers. Up to 100 mA can be drawn from a single 
output. 

Pin# Signal 

1 DIG_IN_5 

2 DIG_IN_6 

3 PUSH_PULL_OUT_6 

4 PUSH_PULL_OUT_5 

Table 33 X12 - digital in and out 

8.12 X13 - digital out 

This port supports digital outputs with real push-pull drivers. Up to 100 mA can be drawn from a 
single output. 

Pin# Signal 
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1 PUSH_PULL_OUT_4 

2 PUSH_PULL_OUT_3 

3 PUSH_PULL_OUT_2 

4 PUSH_PULL_OUT_1 

5 GND 

Table 34 X13 - digital out 

8.13 X14 - relays 

Two normally open (NO) relays are populated on Charge Control C. They are able to handle 
mains voltage level. One sense input for every switched load is supported. 

Pin# Signal Description 

1 COM_L mains L input 

2 NO_1 relay #1 switched L output 

3 SENSE_1 relay #1 sense input 

4 NO_2 relay #2 switched L output 

5 SENSE_2 relay #2 sense input 

Table 35 X14 - relays 

Both sense inputs need reference to Neutral (N). Leave it open for ,,inactive” feedback. Tie it to 
Neutral (N) for ,,active” feedback. 

8.14 JP1 - bootmode jumper 

Jumper Position Bootmode 

1-2 USB serial downloader 

2-3, or removed eMMC internal boot 

Table 36 JP1 - bootmode jumper 

8.15 JP2 - debug UART 

JP1 Signal 

1 GND 

2 not connected 

3 not connected 

4 RX of i.MX6ULL 

5 TX of i.MX6ULL 

6 not connected 

Table 37 JP2 - debug UART 

This pinout is compatible with a variety of USB/RS232 adapters. Preferably you should use the 
FTDI cable ,,TTL-232R-3V3” or similar. Do not use long wires to connect the debug UART. 

ATTENTION! Do not use generic RS232 adapters, as they usually have 12 V voltages for their 
logic signals. The pins here are only 3.3 V tolerant. You may damage the debug UART with 
incompatible adapters. 
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Use the following settings to connect to the debug UART: 

Setting Value 

Baud Rate 115200 

Data bits 8 

Stop bits 1 

Parity None 

Flow control None 

Table 38 Settings to connect 

8.16 JP3 - expansion port 

JP3 is a connector for additional expansion boards. 

8.17 Mating Connectors 

Header 
designator 

Pin 
count 

Matching terminal 
block 

Rated wiring solid 
wire 

Rated wiring 
stranded wire 

/ mm2 AWG / mm2 AWG 

X1, X14 5 Metz Connect 
SP06505VBNC 

0,08 - 2,5 AWG 28 - 
12 

0,08 - 2,5 AWG 28 - 
12 

X2, X4, X5 2 Würth Elektronik 
691381000002 

0,205 - 
1,31 

AWG 24 - 
16 

0,205 - 
1,31 

AWG 24 - 
16 

X8 3 Würth Elektronik 
691381000003 

X3, X9, X10, 
X12 

4 Würth Elektronik 
691381000004 

X11, X13 5 Würth Elektronik 
691381000005 

Table 39 Mating Connectors 

Note: Terminal blocks of alternative suppliers might have a different count or position of the 
"coding noses" and might thus not fit. 

9 Use Cases 

In the following sections typical use cases for the Charge Control C family are shown. 

Signals and components drawn with light gray color are optional signals and components and are 
not required for successful charging behavior. 

9.1 IEC 61851 AC charging 

A basic AC charging station including IEC 61851 conform proximity detection, control pilot 
function and PWM charging signal can be built up with every member of the Charge Control C 
family. 

Different kinds of IEC 61851 compliant charging stations are shown below. 

9.1.1 One phase charging 

A typical Charge Control C - 100 based EV charging station is shown by Figure Use Case Charge 
Control C - 100 - 1 Phase Charging and consists of: 

• Charge Control C - 100 
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• 12 V - AC/DC converter 

• Type-2 cable 

• Mains contactor 

• RCD Type B with feedback signal 

• Status LED 

• Circuit breaker 

• Emergency switch 
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Figure 9 Use case Charge Control C - 100 - 1 Phase Charging 
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9.1.2 Three phase charging 

The realisation of 3 phase EV charging stations are possible with all variants of Charge Control C. Figure Use Case Charge Control C - 100 - 3 Phase 
Charging shows Figure Use Case Charge Control C - 100 - 1 Phase Charging but in 3 phase configuration. 
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Figure 10 Use case Charge Control C - 100 - 3 Phase Charging 
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9.2 ISO 15118 AC charging 

AC charging stations with ISO 15118 control and proximity pilot signals as well as the PWM charging signal, conform to IEC 61851, can be built up with 
Charge Control C 200/300. 

Different kind of ISO 15118 compliant charging station are shown below. 

9.2.1 Type-2 cable connection 

A typical Charge Control C - 200 based EV charging station is shown by Use case Charge Control C - 200 - with fixed charging cable and consists of: 

• Charge Control C - 200 

• 12 V - AC/DC converter 

• Type-2 cable 

• Mains contactor 

• RCD Type B with feedback signal 

• Status LED 

• Circuit breaker 

• Emergency switch 

• Ventilation for the charging area 

• Smart meter (RS-485) 

• Temperature sensors (1-Wire) 

• RFID reader (RS-485) 

• Display (RS-485) 

• Backend (Connected via Ethernet) 
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Figure 11 Use case Charge Control C - 200 - with fixed charging cable 
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9.2.2 Type-2 inlet connection 

Charge Control C is capable of driving Type-2 Inlet locking motors. Therefore, it is possible to build charging stations with Type-2 inlet instead of fixed 
Type-2 cable. Figure Use case Charge Control C - 200 - with pluggable charging cable shows Figure Use case Charge Control C - 200 - with fixed 
charging cable-configuration but with Type-2 inlet and interlock instead of fixed Type-2 cable. 
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Figure 12 Use case Charge Control C - 200 - with pluggable charging cable 
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9.2.3 Three phase charging 

Only Charge Control C - 300 supports the full set of available connectors. 

A typical Charge Control C - 300 based EV charging station consists of: 

• Charge Control C - 300 

• 12 V - AC/DC converter 

• Type-2 cable 

• Mains contactor 

• RCD Type B with feedback signal 

• Status LED 

• Circuit breaker 

• Emergency switch 

• Ventilation for the charging area 

• RS-485 devices (Smart meter, RFID reader, Display) distributed over two separate RS-485 
interfaces 

• Temperature sensors (1-Wire) 

• Backend (Connected via Ethernet) 

• Enclosure ventilation 

• supports more input and output ports for additional I/O-devices 
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Figure 13 Use case Charge Control C - 300 - in 3 phase configuration and with pluggable charging cable 

 

 

10 Programming 

Charge Control C is shipped with pre-flashed firmware including the Charge Control charging 
stack. However, it is possible for customers to add new programs and customer software and/or 
modify none-charging stack configuration files. The shipped firmware was created with Yocto, a 
project to create custom Linux distributions for embedded devices. Please contact us for more 
details like board support package (BSP) and/or SDK. 

Some general notes and recommendation for custom software development: 

• Develop your customer software on your local PC Linux environment. Here you can use 
compiler, debugger etc. you are familiar with. Since Charge Control stack’s API is provided 
via MQTT, you can simply setup one ,,developer” Charge Control C device and access the 
stack’s API via Ethernet network. If everything works as expected in this setup, then switch 
to cross-compiling for the target system. 

• Use autotools or cmake and pkg-config in your customer software projects as build 
environment. Prefer such mature and proven tools since these are widely supported and 
understood and cross-compiling with these tools is usually easy. 

• If you start your project from scratch, have a look at libraries which are already required by 
Charging Stack and/or Linux distribution. Re-use these libraries to keep the overall firmware 
footprint small. The benefit is when updating the boards it will take less time when transferring 
the firmware update image and flashing it to internal storage. 
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11 Firmware upgrade 

The following sections describe different ways to install a firmware upgrade on Charge Control C. 
Please ensure that the power supply is stable during a firmware upgrade. In case of an 
unsuccessful update or of power loss during the installation of the update, the Charge Control C 
performs a rollback to the previous stable version of the charging firmware. For more information 
about the rollback mechanism, see the application note “Rollback mechanism of Charge Control 
C & M” of the in-tech smart charging product page of Charge Control C. The update is finished 
when the board is rebooted and the green LED1 switches from blinking to steady on. The currently 
installed firmware can be checked with MQTT topic "ci/global/version/charging_software”. This 
topic can also be used as an indication that the charging software is running and operational. The 
board can now be safely switched off by turning off the power supply. 

11.1 Partitioning 

This is the Charge Control C file system partitioning used to support the rollback mechanism. 
After an upgrade, the active root file system switches from A to B or vice versa, leaving the other 
as rollback. 

Partition Size Description 

/dev/mmcblk0p1 1 GB Root file system A 

/dev/mmcblk0p2 1 GB Root file system B 

/dev/mmcblk0p3  Extended Partition Container 

/dev/mmcblk0p5 1 GB Data Partition (/srv) 

/dev/mmcblk0p6 128 MB Logging file system A (/var/log) 

/dev/mmcblk0p7 128 MB Logging file system B (/var/log) 

Table 40 File system partitioning 

 

11.2 Update via USB 

Preparation of the USB-Update 

1. Download the Firmware Update Image file on your workstation (file size is about 30 MB in 
current standard configuration). 

2. Plug in a USB flash drive in your workstation. 

3. Format the USB flash drive as EXT2/3/4, FAT16/32 or NTFS. 
 

4. Copy the Firmware Update Image file (*.image) onto the USB flash drive´s root directory. 

Notes: 

• The exFAT filesystem is not supported. 

• Do not place multiple *.image files for Charge Control on root folder of the USB flash drive 
since it is not guaranteed in which order the files are tried and applied. 

Updating the Charge Control Firmware 

1. Connect the board to the power supply. 

2. Wait until the board is booted. 

3. Connect to the board via SSH or Debug UART to backup all your own implementation and 
configuration files. 

4. Plug in the USB flash drive with the Firmware Update Image file in the USB port of the board. 

5. Observe the LED update indications: 
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o If the USB is plugged, the yellow LED (LED1 of the board) is turned on statically. 

o If the updated process has started, the yellow LED is blinking (250ms on/250ms off). 

o In case no update file was compatible, the yellow LED is turned off. 

o If the firmware update was successful, the device was rebooted and LED is now 
turned off. 

o After the device is rebooted, the USB flash drive is detected again and thus the yellow 
LED is also turned on again. 

o But now the new firmware notices that the firmware update is already installed and 
the yellow LED will be turned off again (this will take some time). 

6. Wait until the whole firmware update and reboot process is finished - it takes up to 5 minutes. 

7. When the firmware update process is finished and the yellow LED is turned off again, the 
USB flash drive can be unplugged. 

11.3 Update via SSH and SFTP 

1. Connect to the board via SSH (e.g. PuTTY). 

2. Backup all your own implementation and configuration files if necessary. 

3. Transfer the update image file via SFTP to the board and store it in the directory 
/var/cache/updated with e.g. filename my-update.image. 

Note: On Windows systems you can use WinSCP or Filezilla for example. 

4. Run the following command via SSH console: rauc install 

/var/cache/updated/my-update.image. 

5. Update process should start and report progress and success via console messages. 

6. Reboot into the new system by running the following command via SSH console: reboot. 

11.4 Update via SSH or Serial Console and HTTP or FTP 

1. Connect to the board via SSH (e.g. PuTTY). 

2. Backup all your own implementation and configuration files if necessary. 

3. Place the update image file on a HTTP or FTP server which is reachable via network by your 
Charge Control device. 

4. Note the URL of the download. In case authentication is required, you must provide the 
credentials in the URL, e.g. http://username:passwd@my-site.com/update.image. 

5. Run the following command via SSH console: rauc install <url> where you replace 

the URL with your actual URL. 

6. Update process should start and report progress and success via console messages. 

7. Reboot into the new system by running the following command via SSH console: reboot. 

11.5 Update via MQTT API 

It is possible to trigger a firmware update via MQTT API. This requires that the update image file 
is accessible via network download from a HTTP or FTP server. Then this download URL can be 
published via MQTT API and the Charge Control firmware will retrieve the download and install 
it. 

Note that in case that authentication is required, you must provide the credentials in the URL, 
e.g. http://username:passwd@my-site.com/update.image. 

The Charge Control firmware observes and provides the following MQTT topics for firmware 
update process: 

Topic Subscribe/Publish Type Unit Remarks 

http://username:passwd@my-site.com/update.image
http://username:passwd@my-site.com/update.image
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firmware/update/target/url publishable String  Contains the URL to 
download the update file 
from. This topic must be 
set last as changes will 
start the update process. 
All other topics will be 
latched at this time. 

firmware/update/target/max 
trials 

publishable Integer  If this integer is set, then 
the download will be 
automatically retried in 
case of download failure. 
Values <1, empty string 
or unset value will be 
silently used as 1. 

firmware/update/target/interval publishable Integer seconds If this integer is given, 
the interval to wait 
between multiple 
download retries (if 
applicable). Values <0, 
empty string or unset 
value will be silently 
used as 0. 

firmware/update/state/actual subscribeable-only String - Contains one of the 
following strings to signal 
the overall firmware 
update state: idle, 

installing, 

install-succeeded, 

install-failed, 

downloading, 

download-succeeded, 

download-failed. 

See table below. 

firmware/update/state/progress subscribeable-only Integer percent Reports the (estimated) 
progress of the current 
operation in percent. Do 
not expect this topic to 
contain specific values, it 
is provided for 
convenience/ debug 
purposes only (e.g. ease 
web GUI). 

firmware/update/result/state subscribeable-only String - Contains the result of the 
last firmware update 
operation: succeeded, 

failed or empty string 

(in case no update was 
triggered before (after 
boot)). 

firmware/update/result/message subscribeable-only String - Contains an English 
error message in case 
the last update operation 
failed, or empty string. 

Table 41 MQTT topics for firmware update process 
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Update State in 
firmware/update/state/actual 
 

Description 

idle The charging station is not performing firmware update 
related tasks. This is the usual state after boot. 

downloading The request to install a new firmware was received and the 
file is now transferred to the device over network. 

download-succeeded The firmware update file was transferred successfully. 

download-failed The firmware update file transfer failed. A possible reason 
may be retrieved with 
firmware/update/result/message topic. 

installing The transferred file was passed to update framework and is 
now signature checked and installed. 

install-succeeded The firmware update file was successfully installed by the 
framework (no reboot happened yet). 

install-failed The firmware update installation failed. A possible reason 
may be retrieved with 
firmware/update/result/message topic. 

Table 42 MQTT topics for firmware update process 

Please note that a reboot of the device does not happen automatically since the firmware update 
installation is run in the background and does not disturb ongoing charging sessions. Your 
controlling software should observe the overall situation and decide when the time for a reboot is 
best and then trigger reboot. 

11.6 Update via OCPP 

The firmware update via OCPP commands UpdateFirmware and 

FirmwareStatusNotification is implemented. The update automatically triggers a reboot 

of the charge point after successfully installing the new firmware and as soon as an active 
charging session is finished. The central system is notified about the successful installation after 
this reboot of the charge point. Note that the messages FirmwareStatusNotification are 

only sent to the central system in case the update has been triggered via UpdateFirmware (and 

e.g. not during a USB update). 

Implementation details: 

• The following download protocols are supported: HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, FTPS 

• Any attempt to reset the charge point via OCPP during installation of firmware will be rejected. 

• Any OCPP request for a new firmware update during a running firmware installation will be 
confirmed, but ignored otherwise. 

• In case a firmware update has already been scheduled, the old request will be overwritten by 
the new one (last writer wins). 

12 Charging Stack Initialization 

The Charging Stack initializes itself after device boot. 

Service files for the stack daemons are located in: 
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/lib/systemd/system/*.service 

 

Service files are referenced with symlinks from: 

/etc/systemd/system/multi−user.target.wants/ 

 

If required, it is possible to manage individual stack components with systemctl. 

13 Device Access 

There are different possibilities to access the device for configuration purposes. 

The username- password combination required for login is: 

Username Password 

root zebematado 

Table 43 Device Access 

This is a generic password so it is required to be changed by the customer! 

13.1 Debug UART 

JP1 Pin Signal 

1 GND 

2 not connected 

3 not connected 

4 RX of i.MX6ULL 

5 TX of i.MX6ULL 

6 not connected 

Table 44 Debug UART 

This pinout is compatible with a variety of USB/RS232 adapters. Preferably, you should use the 
FTDI cable ,,TTL-232R-3V3” or similar. Do not use long wires to connect the debug UART. 

ATTENTION! Do not use generic RS232 adapters, as they usually have +-12V voltages for their 
logic signals. The pins here are only 3.3V tolerant. You may damage the debug UART with 
incompatible adapters. 

Use the following settings to connect to the debug UART: 

Setting Value 

BaudRate 115200 

Data bits 8 

Stop bits 1 

Parity None 

Flow control None 

Table 45 Settings to connect to the debug UART 
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13.2 SSH 

Charge Control C is shipped with SSH (Secure Shell) service running on the bridge interface, i.e. 
Ethernet and mains powerline interface (only Charge Control 300). It allows you to connect to 
Charge Control C securely and perform Linux command-line operations. The SSH service is 
listening on the well-known port number for SSH: TCP port 22. 

13.3 Website 

Charge Control C is running a web server to provide a web frontend to configure the device and 
control various aspects of the charging stack. The web server is listening on the standard TCP 
Port 80. The web frontend can be accessed via the Ethernet interface and/or mains powerline 
interface (only Charge Control 300). To access it, simply put the device’s IPv4 or IPv6 address 
into your browser’s address bar. Since the Charge Control C devices ship with DHCP enabled, 
you might need to access your router’s web frontend first to determine the IP address given to 
your Charge Control C board. Alternatively, you might use the static fallback IP as documented 
in the section Network Configuration. 

14 Configuration 

The Charge Control stack is built as an application on top of a Linux system. Several software 
components interact with each other and rely on various configuration files. 

The Charge Control configuration files are described in the following section. Devices are shipped 
with a default configuration as shown in Configuration Hardware Parameter customer.json and 
Configuration Software Parameter customer.json. Several configuration files which are present 
on regular Linux systems also influence stack behavior. 

in-tech smart charging is not liable for a standard compliant charger configuration. 

’Application Note 9 - Charge Control C - Digital Input/Output configuration’ gives a detailed 
overview about how to configure digital input and output of the product. 

14.1 Charging Stack Configuration Files 

configuration file description preserved during 
update 

/etc/secc/customer.json defines most of the charging stack behavior yes 

/etc/secc/leds.json defines the LED behavior for the digital 
outputs 

yes 

/etc/secc/rotaryencd.json defines the rotary encoder switch meaning yes 

Table 46 Charging Stack Configuration Files 

• These JSON files use comments to describe the keys’ functions and their possible values. 
(Comments are a non-standard extension to JSON) 

• Please ensure that, when editing these files, correct JSON syntax (plus the comments) is 
adhered to. 

• The port[0] syntax refers to the first JSON object in the port[] array of the configuration file, 
configuring the first charge port of the station. 
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hardware configuration (found in /etc/secc/customer.json) 

parameter description type default OCPP 

ports[0]/pluggable whether a charging cable is attached to the EVSE with a plug into a 
socket 

Boolean (true = 
socket, false = fixed 
cable) 

true yes 

ports[0]/pp/cable_current_limit current limit in Ampere of a fixed cable (per phase) Integer 10 yes 

ports[0]/evse_current_limit maximum rating of EVSE internal cabling in Ampere Integer 6 yes 

ports[0]/contactor/feedback_type defines the logic behind the contactor feedback (Relay 1) String ("nc" = 
normally close, "no" 
= normally open) 

"nc" yes 

ports[0]/ventilation/enable enables external ventilation control (Relay 2) Boolean false yes 

ports[0]/ventilation/control defines the ventilation control mode. The ventilation can be controlled 
internally by the charging software or externally over customer 
software via MQTT topics. Precondition: Config parameter for external 
ventilation control must be enabled. 

String 
("internal", 
"external") 

"internal" yes 

ports[0]/emergency_alarm/enable enables emergency alarm monitoring Boolean false yes 

ports[0]/emergency_alarm/gpio defines GPIO line connected to emergency contact Integer 121 yes 

ports[0]/emergency_alarm/polarity defines GPIO polarity connected to emergency contact String ("active low", 
"active high") 

"active high" yes 

ports[0]/rcd_monitor/enable enables RCD 
monitoring 

Boolean false yes 

ports[0]/rcd_monitor/gpio defines GPIO line connected to the RCD feedback Integer 121 yes 

ports[0]/rcd_monitor/polarity defines GPIO polarity connected to the RCD feedback String ("active low", 
"active high") 

"active high" yes 
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ports[0]/plug_lock/type selects the plug lock 
motor type 

String 
("KUESTER-02S", 
"KUESTER-04S", 
"EV-T2M3S-E-
LOCK12V", 
"HELLA-MICRO-
ACTUATOR- 
1", 
"WALTHER-WERKE- 
9798999009", 
"INTRAMCO- 
603205") 

"EV-T2M3S-
E- 
LOCK12V" 

yes 

ports[0]/meter/enable enables metering support (required for OCPP) Boolean true yes 

ports[0]/meter/port defines UART interface to the meter String "/dev/ttymxc0" yes 

ports[0]/meter/protocol specifies the meter’s Modbus protocol String ("dzg", 
"eastron", "klefr") 

"dzg" yes 

ports[0]/meter/baudrate baudrate of Modbus protocol Integer 9600 yes 

ports[0]/meter/parity parity of Modbus protocol String ("none", 
"odd", "even" ) 

"even" yes 

ports[0]/meter/address force usage of a given Modbus address of the meter Integer (1 - 247) depends on 
protocol 

yes 

ports[0]/recloser/enable enables RCD recloser support Boolean false yes 

ports[0]/recloser/port defines UART interface to the recloser device String ”/dev/ttymxc0" yes 

ports[0]/recloser/protocol specifies the recloser’s Modbus protocol String ("geya”) "geya" yes 

ports[0]/recloser/baudrate baudrate of Modbus protocol Integer 9600 yes 

ports[0]/recloser/parity parity of Modbus protocol String ("none", 
"odd", "even" ) 

"none" yes 
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ports[0]/recloser/address force usage of a given Modbus address of the recloser Integer (1 - 247) depends on 
protocol 

yes 

ports[0]/rfid/enable enables RFID support Boolean false yes 

ports[0]/rfid/port defines UART interface to the RFID reader String ”/dev/ttymxc0" yes 

ports[0]/rfid/protocol specifies the RFID protocol String ("Stronglink”, 
"mqtt”) 

"Stronglink” yes 

ports[0]/rfid/baudrate baudrate of RFID reader Integer 9600 yes 

ports[0]/rfid/remote_ports[0].uri URI to the remote charge port String  yes 

io/digital_input_threshold_voltage Specifies the threshold voltage for the digital inputs in mV Integer (0 - 12000) 6000 yes 

Table 47 Configuration Hardware Parameter customer.json 

software configuration (found in /etc/secc/customer.json) 

parameter description type default OCPP 

ports[0]/always_accept_cp_state_d indicates whether an EV which requests CP state D 
(ventilation) should always be accepted 

Boolean false yes 

ports[0]/force_wake_up indicated whether a legacy EV should be woken up after 
successful authorization by imposing O V on the CP 

Boolean false yes 

ports[0]/wake_up_after_timeout indicated whether a legacy EV should be woken up after a 
timeout of 30 sec by imposing O V on the CP 

Boolean false yes 

ports[0]/user_authentication specifies the authentication method of the user String ("free”, 
"ocpp") 

"free" yes 

ports[0]/highlevel_authentication_mode specifies the authentication mode for the high level charging 
session 

String ("eim") "eim" yes 

ports[0]/tls_security controls how to handle encrypted communication to the EV 
during high level charging 

String ("prohibit”, 
"allow”, "force”) 

"prohibit” yes 

ports[0]/evse_id provides the EVSEID of the actual charger. String[37] ”DE*INT* ECH 
1234567890” 

yes 
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ports[0]/meter/publish_settings/timer defines the MQTT publish interval of metering data in 
seconds 

Integer 30 yes 

ocpp/enable enable OCPP client Boolean false no 

ocpp/uri identifies the charge point specific URI of the backend’s 
WebSocket service (must begin with lowercase ws:// or 
wss://) 

String  no 

ocpp/verifyCert whether to verify the Secure WebSocket server’s TLS 
certificate (only valid for secure connections, not 
recommended to disable) 

Boolean true no 

ocpp/rfidStopTransaction Whether a re-authorization from RFID ends a charging 
session 

Boolean true yes 

ocpp/rfidRequiresEvPresent Whether a EV must be present before RFID authentication Boolean false yes 

ocpp/chargePointModel identifies the model of the Charge Point String[20]  no 

ocpp/chargePointVendor identifies the vendor of the Charge Point String[20]  no 

ocpp/chargePointSerialNumber identifies the serial number of the Charge Point String[25]  no 

ocpp/AllowOfflineTxForUnknownId Whether to allow transactions for unknown id tags while 
being offline from CS 

Boolean false yes 

ocpp/AuthorizationCacheEnabled Whether to use the authorization cache Boolean true yes 

ocpp/ClockAlignedDataInterval Indicate (in seconds) the size of the clock-aligned data 
interval for a whole day 

Integer (0, 10 - 
86400) 

0 yes 

ocpp/ConnectionTimeOut indicate (in seconds) until the EV must be connected after a 
successful authentication 

Integer (0, 10 -) 60 yes 

ocpp/LocalAuthListEnabled whether the local authorization list is enabled Boolean true yes 

ocpp/LocalPreAuthorize Whether to skip OCPP authorize request before start 
a transaction 

Boolean true yes 
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ocpp/LocalAuthorizeOffline Whether to allow transactions for locally-authorized while 
being offline 

Boolean true yes 

ocpp/MeterValueSampleInterval Indicate (in seconds) the sampling interval for metering data Integer (0, 10 - 
86400) 

60 yes 

ocpp/MeterValuesSampledData Periodic sampled measurands to be included in a 
MeterValues.req 

Array of Strings 
("Energy.Active. 
Import.Register”) 

["Energy.Active. 
Import.Register”] 

yes 

ocpp/StopTransactionOnInvalidId Whether to send a StopTransaction for a non-accepted 
StartTransaction 

Boolean true yes 

ocpp/StopTxnSampledData Sampled measurands to be included in the 
StopTransaction.req 

Array of Strings 
("Energy.Active. 
Import.Register” ) 

[ ] yes 

ocpp/TransactionMessageAttempts Indicate how often a message should be repeated in case CS 
fails to process it 

Integer 3 yes 

ocpp/TransactionMessageRetryInterval Indicate the duration (in seconds) until a message is repeated 
to the CS 

Integer 30 yes 

Table 48 Configuration Software Parameter customer.json 

hardware configuration (found in /etc/secc/leds.json) 

parameter description type default 

leds[0]/gpios defines the digital output GPIOs 
which are connected to the LEDs ( 
1st for red, 2nd for green, 3rd for 
blue) 

Array of Integer [3] [84] 

software configuration 

leds[0]/behaviors[]/condition specifies under which condition this 
behavior takes effect 

String (”init”, ”updating”, ”auth_pending”, ”auth_accepted”, ”auth_rejected”, 
”ready”, ”deactivated”, ”reserved”, ”connected”, ”charge request”, ”ventilation 
request”, ”charge_1”,”ventilation_1”, ”error”, ”failure”) 
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leds[0]/behaviors[]/mode specifies the LED mode of this 
behavior ( blink fast = 100 ms on / 
100 ms off, blink slow = 1 s on / 1 s 
off) 

String (”solid”, ”blink_slow”, 
”blink_fast”) 

 

leds[0]/behaviors[]/color specifies the LED color of this 
behavior ( black = off ) 

String (”black”, ”white”, ”red”, ”green”, ”blue”, ”cyan”, ”yellow”, ”magenta”)  

leds[0]/behaviors[]/duration specifies the duration of this behavior 
in 1/100 ms ( 0 = permanent ) 

Integer 0 

Table 49 Configuration Parameter leds.json 

configuration (found in /etc/secc/rotaryencd.json) 

parameter description type 

rotary_switch_1[0]/phase_count defines the phase count for setting 0 on rotary switch SW2 Integer (1 , 3) 

rotary_switch_1[0]/current_limit defines the grid current limit in Ampere for setting 0 on rotary switch SW2 Integer (1 .. 10000) 

rotary_switch_1[1]/phase_count defines the phase count for setting 1 on rotary switch SW2 Integer (1 , 3) 

rotary_switch_1[1]/current_limit defines the grid current limit in Ampere for setting 1 on rotary switch SW2 Integer (1 .. 10000) 

... ... ... 

rotary_switch_1[15]/phase_count defines the phase count for setting F on rotary switch SW2 Integer (1 , 3) 

rotary_switch_1[15]/current_limit defines the grid current limit in Ampere for setting F on rotary switch SW2 Integer (1 .. 10000) 

Table 50 Configuration Parameter rotaryencd.json 
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14.2 Network Configuration  

The default Charge Control C network configuration creates a virtual Ethernet bridge br0 

consisting of the wired Ethernet interface eth0 and -if available- the USB dongle for mobile 

broadband communication (see next section). 

This bridge interface ships with DHCP enabled by default, plus a static fallback IPv4 address in 
the AutoIP network range (see RFC3927) to ease access in direct connections with Microsoft 
Windows™ PCs. The MAC address of the bridge interface corresponds to the MAC address of 
the wired Ethernet interface, is board-specific and is contained in the 2D barcode within the device 
label. 

For network configuration the systemd’s networkd is used as background service. For details, 
please refer to https://www.freedesktop.org/software/systemd/man/systemd-networkd.html. The 
platform specific factory default configuration files can be found in the firmware’s root filesystem 
below /lib/systemd/network. 

Customer can control network settings within a limited range: it is possible to switch between 
DHCP and a static IPv4 configuration for the bridge interface via Charge Control’s stack 
configuration file customer.json, see following table. Network setups beyond the mentioned 

scenarios must be individually configured by customer. This is possible by turning the Charge 
Control’s network configuration generation off. Then it is up to customers' firmware and/or 
additional configuration files to fully control network devices/settings etc. Customers are 
recommended to use the factory default files in /lib/systemd/network as templates and 

replace the files in this location when configuration should be modified as part of customer specific 
firmware builds, i.e. customer wants to create a firmware with modified factory default settings. 
When only a runtime change is intended for individual boards, then such board and customer 
specific network configuration files must be placed in /etc/systemd/network directory. This 

directory is also preserved during the firmware update process. 
 

Network Configuration (found in/etc/secc/customer.json) 

parameter description type default OCPP 

network/skip_configuration Set to true if network settings should not 
be managed by Charge Control stack. 
Use this when a special (unsupported) 
setup is required and configuration files 
for systemd-networkd are 
shipped/generated by customer software. 
Note that all other JSON types or if this 
option is missing, this is considered as 
false and the configuration is generated 
on a best-effort base. 

Boolean false yes 

network/ipv4/dhcp If set to true, a DHCP client is enabled on 
the interface. When set to false, you most 
likely want to provide a static address (see 
below). If this config option is missing or is 
not a JSON boolean, then it is considered 
true. 

Boolean true yes 

network/ipv4/address When DHCP is not enabled, a static IPv4 
address should be specified here with 
network prefix len appended (aka CIDR 
notation). 

Example: 192.168.178.2/24 

String none yes 

https://www.freedesktop.org/software/systemd/man/systemd-networkd.html
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network/ipv4/gateway The IPv4 address of the standard 
gateway. 

Example: 192.168.178.254 

String or 
Array of 
Strings 

none yes 

network/ipv4/dns The IPv4 address of a DNS server. 

Example: 192.168.178.254 

String or 
Array of 
Strings 

none yes 

network/ntp If a dedicated NTP server should be used 
(e.g. when no NTP server is provided via 
DHCPv4) and/or the platform’s default 
NTP servers are not reachable (e.g. when 
traffic is filtered). It should normally not be 
necessary to specify this setting since 
system defaults are carefully chosen to 
support a wide range of setups. 

String or 
Array of 
Strings 

none yes 

Table 51 Network Configuration Parameters in customer.json 

Note: When upgrading from a Debian-based firmware to a Yocto-based one, the IP address 
obtained via DHCP may change due to the use of a different DHCP client. 

The mains powerline interface eth2 is always configured as DHCP client. In case DHCP fails on 

this interface, there is no fallback to a link-local address since this would result in a network 
address collision with the wired Ethernet interface. 

While the Control Pilot interface could also be configured using systemd-networkd overrides, we 
do not recommend to change the factory settings nor should it be necessary at all. 

Board Interface Linux Interface 

Virtual Bridge br0 

Table 52 Board and Linux Interface 

MAC address1 00:01:87:XX:XX:XX 

Fallback IPv4 address 169.254.12.53 

IPv6 address1 fe80::xyxx:xxff:fexx:xxxx 

Table 53 MAC and IPv6 address 

1: MAC address and IPv6 address are device specific 

MAC to IPv6 calculation rules: 

IPv6 address is calculated out of the device specific MAC address. 

MAC address XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX 

IPv6 Link Local address fe80::xyxx:xxff:fexx:xxxx 

Table 54 MAC to IPv6 calculation rules 

Where y = X XOR 2. Furthermore ’ff:fe’ is inserted and ’fe80::’ prepended. 

’y = X XOR 2’ means inverting the 2nd bit from the right. 

Example: 

MAC address 00:01:87:12:34:56 

IPv6 address fe80::201:87ff:fe12:3456 

Table 55 MAC and IPv6 address example 
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14.2.1 USB internet dongles 

To easily connect Charge Control devices to the internet, USB internet dongles may be used. A 
list of supported USB internet dongles can be found in section USB. 

These USB dongles provide full mobile internet router functionality and thus can be shared by 
multiple Charge Control devices. In technical terms, these USB dongles provide a virtual Ethernet 
interface with DHCP server, default gateway etc. Charge Control C firmware automatically 
includes this virtual Ethernet interface in the bridge br0 when the USB internet dongle is 
connected to the device; and when still configured for DHCP (factory default), it acquires IP 
address, DNS and router settings from the USB internet dongle automatically. 

Since the virtual Ethernet interface is part of the bridge, devices connected via wired Ethernet can 
also use and share this Internet uplink. These devices also only need to acquire their IP 
configuration via DHCP. This way it is also possible for technical stuff to access the USB dongle 
firmware’s web frontend, e.g. for configuring roaming options or similar. 

Another typical scenario is to attach the USB internet dongle to one Charge Control device, and 
then attach additional Charge Control devices and/or other network devices to the Ethernet port. 
A standard Ethernet network switch can be used if more than one additional device needs to be 
connected. 

The APN settings required for the mobile internet connection can be configured using the Charge 
Control’s customer.json configuration file. If configured, the Charge Control firmware checks the 
current USB dongle settings and updates them if required. This is particular useful to deploy e.g. 
APN configuration changes via OCPP. When multiple Charge Control devices share one mobile 
internet connection, then all devices check the APN settings. However, only the Charge Control 
device which is directly connected to the USB internet dongle will update the settings, all other 
devices will only warn about the (possibly) outdated configuration. 

Additionally, a firmware component tries to obtain ICCID and IMSI settings from the USB internet 
dongle’s firmware. This component is enabled as soon as the APN settings contain an APN name 
and when the USB mobile internet stick is not directly connected to the Charge Control device - 
it is then assumed to be an ,,enslaved” Charge Control device which uses a shared uplink 
connection. When available, the ICCID and IMSI information is then included as parameters in 
OCPP communication. 

Summary of the requirements for using such a USB internet dongle as upstream internet 
connection: 

1. Supported USB internet dongle 

2. SIM card 

3. APN configuration settings (if the default settings of the SIM card do not apply - please contact 
your mobile operator for details) 

Steps to do during deployment: 

1. Ensure that your Charge Control device is configured with correct APN settings in 
customer.json, see table 
below. 

2. Insert the SIM card into the USB internet dongle. 

3. Connect the USB internet dongle to the Charge Control board.  
Hint: A short USB extension cord might help in case the USB internet dongle is too big. 
Please also note, that the Charge Control’s USB port can only provide limited power. Modern 
USB internet dongle may draw more power than allowed and thus will fail to work stable. The 
usage of a self-powered USB hub between Charge Control and USB internet dongle is 
recommended in this case. 

4. Connect a notebook to Charge Control’s wired Ethernet interface and access the USB 
internet dongle’s web frontend with your browser (e.g. 192.168.8.1 for Huawei E3531) 

a. Remove the SIM card’s pin protection 

b. Enable auto reconnect feature 
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c. Enable roaming if necessary 

Mobile Uplink Configuration (found in /etc/secc/customer.json) 

parameter description type default OCPP 

uplink/apn_name APN to use. Contact your mobile internet provide 
for this setting. This setting is required to enable 
mobile connection related behavior, e.g. querying 
IMSI/ICCID from USB mobile device. If not 
required or desired (also see notes above), use 
empty string or do not give at all. 

String <empty> yes 

uplink/apn_username APN username to use. If not required, use JSON 
null value or do not give at all. 

String Null yes 

uplink/apn_password APN password to use. If not required, use JSON 
null value or do not give at all. 

String Null yes 

Table 56 Mobile Uplink Configuration Parameters in customer.json 

14.3 OCPP Root Certificate Authority Keys / Certificates 

OCPP communication with a backend provider might be encrypted using a TLS connection. The 
backend service provider usually provides configuration details, i.e. whether TLS is required or 
not, indicated by a URI using the wss: scheme. If TLS is required, the OCPP server presents an 

X.509 certificate to the device, which may be signed by a ,,well-known” Root Certificate Authority, 
or not. Well-known Root Certificate Authority in this context means that its root certificate is known 
by common browsers. On Linux systems, such certificates are usually packaged in a package 
named ,,ca-certficates” or similar. Charge Control firmware also includes such a collection of 
certificates. And since Charge Control’s OCPP implementation uses standard TLS libraries, the 
usual Linux system-wide Root Certificate Authority files apply to OCPP’s TLS connections, too. 

If the OCPP backend provider does not use such a well-known Root CA, the Root CA’s certificate 
file must be additionally installed on the device. Such X.509 certificates must be stored as PEM 
encoded files with .crt extension in /usr/local/share/ca-certificates. After placing the file(s) at this 
location, update-ca-certificates must be invoked on the device to update the Root CA 

bundle file, install required symlinks, etc. See the man page man 8 update-ca-

certificates on a standard Desktop Linux to get familiar with the approach and to learn 

about details. 

15 MQTT and Mosquitto Documentation 

In the default configuration it is not necessary to interact with MQTT at all. 

15.1 MQTT Interface and Configuration 

The charging interface uses the MQTT protocol to exchange the charging information between 
the different charge control software clients. The topic_customer_hlc_ac.h defines all topics of 
the charging interface. The MQTT broker is available over the internal and external (Ethernet) 
interface. To implement an own MQTT client it is necessary to connect to the MQTT broker. The 
default configuration of the MQTT broker is: 

• MQTT_HOSTNAME: "localhost" (internal) or IPv4/IPv6 address of the board (external) 

• MQTT_PORT: 1883 

• MQTT_CHARGE PORT: "port0" 

If it is necessary to connect to the MQTT broker from an external device, consider using the 
charging service discovery as describe in the MQTT service discovery section. 

After establishing an MQTT connection to the local message broker it is possible to subscribe 
and publish to topics of the charging interface. The interface uses QoS level 0 for all MQTT 
messages. The published messages do not need to be retained. 
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Charge Control C offers the possibility to provide several charging ports at only one charging 
station. Some topics definitions in this document use the charge port prefix “port0/” to open the 
way to distinguish between these different charge ports. This feature will be integrated in a future 
release of the charging software. As long as the feature is not supported by the charging software 
only “port0“ is accepted by the MQTT interface of the charging software. 

Most of the MQTT message content is defined as "SimpleType” and will/must be published as a 
simple string-encoded number. For example the content of topic 
TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_SESSIONID can be published as "1234567890". MQTT messages with 
content type "ComplexType” are using JSON objects. In chapter Physical value type is an 
example for a complex type definition. 

15.2 MQTT Service Discovery 

In case it is necessary to interact with the MQTT broker in the Charge Control device from an 
external device, it might be a problem to know the IP address of the device, e.g. when DHCP 
client is enabled and the assigned IP address thus might change. For this, the Charge Control 
implements a network service to discover it on the LAN. The used approach is DNS-SD, also 
known as Zeroconf and/or Bonjour protocol. 

The DNS-SD announcements of a Charge Control device in the network uses the following 
service parameters: 

• Name: This is a product and device dependent string which is only intended to be human-
readable, e.g. to be shown in DNS-SD browsers etc. Do not use it for automatic processing 
by software. Usually, this string will be similar to e.g. "Charge Control C 
[00:01:87:01:02:03]”. Note: The MAC address presented in this string is always the MAC 
address of the wired Ethernet interface (even if the request was received from the mains PLC 
interface if present). 

• Service Type: 

o Name: _charge-control 

o Protocol: _tcp 

o Subtype: <none> 

• Port: This field will contain the port number on which the MQTT server listens on, usually 
1883. 

• Additional Text Records: 

o Serial Number: 

▪ Key: serial 

▪ Value: serial number of the Charge Control board as ASCII digits 
 

▪ Example: serial=123456789 

To look up all Charge Control devices on the network, just search for the mentioned service type, 
i.e. ,,_chargecontrol._tcp”. Keep in mind that not even one single Charge Control device might be 
present on the network, so that your client might implement other means to choose the desired 
device. Also note, that later specifications could also specify additional text records, e.g. when a 
username and password is required to connect to the MQTT broker, or when the MQTT broker 
requires an encrypted connection etc. 
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15.3 Charge status information  

A charging session consists of consecutive charging phases. This charging phases are 
represented by the MQTT charge status topics. The charge status topics can be marked as 
,,started” or ,,finished”. After receiving one of these topics it is necessary to handle the phase 
specific charging information. This charging information is based on bot, content from the EVCC, 
which is published to the customer interface, and EVSE content, which needs to be published to 
the customer interface. So the first step in each phase is to analyze the received EVCC 
information and then react according to the standard, with the help of the EVSE MQTT 
messages.The name of the MQTT message indicates which messages need to be handled. The 
figure below shows the structure of the charge status specific topics. 

 

 

Figure 14 Structure of topics 

 

The information type can be "EV" or "EVSE". On EVSE side only topics with ,,EVSE” are intended 
to be published to the customer interface. All topics with "EV” will be published from the charging 
interface. The charge status information indicates the current charging phase. The EVSE topic 
TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_SESSIONID needs to be published after receiving the 
TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATUS with ,,started” topic. Customers who want to develop a charger 
need to subscribe to topics which start with TOPIC_CHARGE and TOPIC_EV and publish topics 
which start with TOPIC_EVSE. Customers who want to develop an EV need to subscribe to topics 
which start with TOPIC_CHARGE and TOPIC_EVSE and publish topics which start with 
TOPIC_EV. This status topics represent the following charging phases of ISO 15118 protocol: 

1. The initialization phase begins at plug connect till the high level message 
ServicePaymentSelection. 

2. The authentication phase begins at the CertificateInstallation message (ISO 15118-PNC 
mode only) until the end of the Authentication message. 

3. The charge parameter phase lasts as long as the ChargeParameterDiscovery message is 
exchanged. 

4. The charge phase lasts as long as the ChargingStatus message is exchanged. 
Note: The PowerDelivery message before AND after the charge phase is contained here. 

The flow chart below shows a normal charging sequence with the charging phases of ISO 15118. 
In most cases the "finished" flags can be ignored, because the phases will be processed 
sequential. 
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Figure 15 Charge flow 

 

In addition to the phase specific status topics it is possible to observe the current connection 
status. The topics TOPIC_CHARGE_CP_STATUS and TOPIC_CHARGE_PWM_STATUS can 
be used to observe the physical state of the CP pin. The combination of both values provides 
important information about the current connection state. 

The table below shows the possible combinations:  

CP State PWM-Status CP State Information 

A (12V) 100% A1: EV unplugged 

A (12V) 5% A2: EV unplugged with PWM 

B (9V) 100% B1: EV connected, charging not possible 
 

B (9V) 5% B2: EV connected, high level communication possible 
 

B (9V) 8-97% B2: EV connected, only PWM possible 

C (6V) 5% C2: High level charging 
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C (6V) 8-97% C2: Basic charging 

F (-12V) Unavailability of the charging station 

E (0V) Power outage or short of the control pilot to PE 

Table 57 CP State Information 

In case of high level communication the QCA7000 of the board needs a few seconds to initialize 
itself. After reconnection of an EV the PWM switches from 100% to 5% as soon as the QCA7000 
is ready to process SLAC messages of the connected EV. 
 

Besides the CP State information, the current TCP status (indicated by topic 
TOPIC_CHARGE_TCP_STATUS) is another essential information about the current connection 
status. After the EVCC uses the SECC Discovery Protocol (SDP) to get the IP address and port 
number of the SECC, the EVCC can establish a TCP connection to the SECC. The TCP status 
switches from ’0’ (not connected) to ’1’ (connection established). This is one of the first topics 
after the plug of the EV is connected. In the cases of EVCC timer and error handling, it is possible 
that the EV switches to CP State ’B’ and disconnects the TCP connection immediately within a 
charging session, so the status topics shall be observed throughout the whole charging session. 

15.4 EVSEProcessing   

The EVSEProcessing parameter can be used to delay a specific charging phase. The charging 
phases "AUTH" and "PARAMETER" use this parameter. The pre-defined default value of this 
parameter is set to ’1’ (Ongoing) for each phase. When the processing of the received EVCC data 
is finished and the charging flow can be continued, this parameter needs to be explicitly set to ’0’ 
(Finished). If within the customer configuration file (See chapter Basic SECC configuration) the 
value for ,,free charging” is set to "true", the value for EVSEProcessing of the "AUTH" 
phase is set to ’0’ (Finished) automatically. When the identification of the physical limits (like 
EVSEMaxCurrentLimit) of the EVSE is finished, the value for EVSEProcessing shall be set to ’0’ 
(finished) for the "PARAMETER" phase. 

To avoid skipping of data, it is recommended to publish the EVSE-Processing with "Finished" 
after providing the last phase specific parameter. 

If the values for the physical limits are preconfigured via the customer configuration file (See 
chapter Basic SECC configuration) or the "SW2 - Rotary Coded Switch” (See chapter SW2 - 
Rotary Coded Switch) then the TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_EVSEPROCESSING can be sent 
right after TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATUS with value ,,started” was received. 
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15.5 MQTT Topics 

15.5.1 Topics indicating the actual status of the ongoing charge phase 

Topic Name Topic Type Value Comment 

TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_PROTOCOL "port0/ci/charge/init/protocol" SimpleType string Topic which indicates which charge protocol is used 
in the actual charge session. The value of this topic 
will either be "ISO15118" or "IEC61851". 

TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATUS "port0/ci/charge/init/status" SimpleType string Topic which indicates the beginning or the end of 
the initialization phase of a high level charge 
compliant to ISO15118. This includes the protocols 
SLAC, SDP, TCP and V2GTP from message 
SupportedAppProtocol until PaymentDetails. The 
value of this topic will either be "started" or 
"finished". 

TOPIC_CHARGE_AUTH_STATUS "port0/ci/charge/auth/status" SimpleType string Topic which indicates the beginning or the end of 
the authentication phase of a high level charge 
compliant to ISO15118. This includes the V2GTP 
message Cerificate* and Authentication. The value 
of this topic will either be "started" or "finished". 

TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS "port0/ci/charge/parameter/status" SimpleType string Topic which indicates the beginning or the end of 
the charge parameter discovery phase of a high 
level charge compliant to ISO15118. This includes 
the V2GTP message ChargeParameterDiscovery. 
The value of this topic will either be "started" or 
"finished". 

TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS "port0/ci/charge/charge/status" SimpleType string Topic which indicates the beginning or the end of 
the charge phase of a high level charge compliant 
to ISO15118. This includes the V2GTP messages 
PowerDelivery, ChargingStatus and 
MeteringReceipt. The value of this topic will either 
be "started" or "finished". 
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TOPIC_CHARGE_CP_STATUS "port0/ci/charge/cp/status" SimpleType string Topic which indicates the actual CP state in V. The 
value of this topic will be an enumeration of the 
possible CP states according IEC61851 which are 
"A", "B", "C", "D", "E" or "F". 

TOPIC_CHARGE_PWM_STATUS "port0/ci/charge/pwm/status" SimpleType string Topic which indicates the actual PWM duty cycle in 
%. The value of this topic will be the actual value 
between "0” and "100”%. 

TOPIC_CHARGE_TCP_STATUS "port0/ci/charge/tcp/status" SimpleType string Topic which indicates the actual status of the TCP 
connection between an EV and an EVSE. The 
value of this topic will either be "1" if the connection 
was established and "0" otherwise. 

TOPIC_CHARGE_PLUG_STATUS "port0/ci/charge/plug/status" SimpleType string Topic which indicates the actual status of the Plug 
lock on customers side. The value of this topic will 
either be "locked" or "unlocked" if the lock state can 
be detected. "unknown" when the lock state cannot 
be detected. 

TOPIC_CHARGE_CONTACTOR_STATUS "port0/ci/charge/contactor/status" SimpleType string Topic which indicates the actual status of the 
contactor on customers side. The value of this topic 
will either be "closed" or "opened" if the contactor 
state can be detected. "unknown" when the 
contactor state cannot be detected. 

Table 58 Topics indicating the actual status of the ongoing charge phase 

15.5.2 Global topics for port independent charging software information 

Topic Name Topic Type Value Comment 

TOPIC_GLOBAL_VERSION_CHARGING_SOFTWARE "ci/global/version/charging 
software" 

SimpleType string Topic which provides the version of the 
charging software. The version will be 
published as string (e.g. "0.7.0") after 
successfully booting of the board. This topic 
will be published with MQTT retain flag, thus 
the client will receive the topic immediately 
after subscribing. 
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TOPIC_OCPP_ONLINE "ocpp/online" SimpleType bool Topic which provides the connection status to 
the OCPP backend. The payload is set to "1" 
(connected) if the connection to an OCPP 
backend is established, otherwise "0" (not 
connected) 

Table 59 Global topics for port independent configuration of the charging software 

15.5.3 EVSE specific V2G parameters of the initialization phase 

Topic Name Topic Type Value Comment 

TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_SESSIONID "port0/ci/evse/init/sessionid" SimpleType long integer Topic which provides 
the SessionID of the 
actual charging 
session. Will be or 
should be published at 
the very beginning of 
the high level charge, at 
least after the TCP 
status changes to "1”. 

TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_EVSEID "port0/ci/evse/init/evseid" SimpleType integer Topic which provides 
the EVSEID of the 
actual charger. Will be 
or should be published 
at the very beginning of 
the high level charge, at 
least after the TCP 
status changes to "1". 
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TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_DATETIMENOW "port0/ci/evse/init/datetimenow" SimpleType integer Topic which provides 
the actual date and time 
of the charger in 
milliseconds from 
epoch. Will be or should 
be published at the very 
beginning of the high 
level charge, at least 
after the TCP status 
changes to "1". 

TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_PAYMENTOPTIONS "port0/ci/evse/init/paymentoptions" ComplexType paymentOptionJsonObject { 
"PaymentOption0”: int, 
"PaymentOption1": int 
} 

Topic which provides 
the payment options of 
the actual charger. Will 
be or should be 
published at the very 
beginning of the high 
level charge, at least 
after the TCP status 
changes to "1". 
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TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_CHARGESERVICE "port0/ci/evse/init/chargeservice" ComplexType chargeServiceJsonObject { 
"ServiceID”: int, 
"ServiceName”: "Name of the 
Service", 
"ServiceCategory”: int, 
"ServiceScope": 
"Name of the ServiceScope”, 
"FreeService": 
bool, 
,"SupportedEnergyTransferT
ype0”: int 
"SupportedEnergyTransferTy
pe1": int 
"SupportedEnergyTransferTy
pe2": int 
"SupportedEnergyTransferTy
pe3": int 
"SupportedEnergyTransferTy
pe4": int } 

Topic which provides 
the charge services of 
the actual charger. Will 
be or should be 
published at the very 
beginning of the high 
level charge, at least 
after the TCP status 
changes to "1". 

TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_SERVICELIST "port0/ci/evse/init/servicelist” ComplexType  Topic which provides 
the additional services 
of the charger beside 
the charge service. Will 
be or should be 
published at the very 
beginning of the high 
level charge, at least 
after the TCP status 
changes to "1”. 
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TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_SERVICEPARAMET
ERLIST 

"port0/ci/evse/init/serviceparamete
rlist” 

ComplexType  Topic which provides 
the parameter of 
additional services of 
the charger beside the 
charge service. This will 
be important when an 
EV requests details to 
the additional service in 
the ServiceDetail 
request. Will be or 
should be published at 
the very beginning of 
the high level charge, at 
least after the TCP 
status changes to "1”. 

Table 60 EVSE specific V2G parameters of the initialization phase 

15.5.4 EVSE specific V2G parameters of the authentication phase 

Topic Name Topic Type Value Comment 

TOPIC_EVSE_AUTH_GENCHALLENGE "port0/ci/evse/auth/genchallenge” ComplexTyp
e 

 Topic which provides the Gen-
Challenge during the 
Authentication phase of the 
charge. Will be or should be 
published at the very beginning of 
the high level charge, at least after 
the TCP status changes to "1". 

TOPIC_EVSE_AUTH_EVSEPROCESSIN
G 

"port0/ci/evse/auth/evseprocessin
g” 

SimpleType following enumeration 
table 
"EVSEProcessingTyp
e” ISO15118-2 

Topic which provides the actual 
status of the authentication of the 
user at the charger. Will be or 
should be published from the 
beginning of the auth phase of the 
charge which can be indicated 
using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_AUTH_STATU
S. 
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TOPIC_EVSE_AUTH_ERROR "port0/ci/evse/auth/error” SimpleType bool 1 = error, 0 = no 
error 

Topic which indicates if an error 
occurred while the charger tries to 
authenticate the user. Will be or 
should be published from the 
beginning of the auth phase of the 
charge which can be indicated 
using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_AUTH_STATU
S. 

Table 61 EVSE specific V2G parameters of the authentication phase 

15.5.5 EVSE specific V2G parameters of the parameter discovery phase 

Topic Name Topic Type Value Comment 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_EVSEPROCE
SSING 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/evseproce
ssing” 

SimpleTyp
e 

following 
enumeration table 
"EVSEProcessingTyp
e” 
ISO15118-2 

Topic which provides the actual 
status of the parameter discovery 
of the charger. Will be or should 
be published from the beginning 
of the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated 
using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER
_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_SASCHEDUL
ELIST 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/saschedul
elist” 

ComplexT
ype 

sascheduleListJsonO
bject: { 
"SAScheduleTupleID
” : int, 
"Start” : [int, ...], 
"Duration" : 
int, "PMax” : [int, ...], 
"PMaxMultiplier” : 
[int, ...] } 

Topic which provides the 
charging schedule list of the 
charger. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of 
the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated 
using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER
_STATUS. 
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TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_SALESTARIF
F 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/salestariff" ComplexT
ype 

 Topic which provides the 
SalesTariffs of the energy 
provider. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of 
the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated 
using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER
_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_MAXCURREN
TLIMIT 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/maxcurre
ntlimit" 

ComplexT
ype 

maxCurrentLimitJson
Object f 
"Multiplier” : byte, 
"Value” : 
short g 

Topic which provides the 
chargers maximum current limit 
in the parameter discovery phase 
of the charge. Will be or should 
be published from the beginning 
of the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated 
using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER
_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_NOTIFICATIO
NMAXDELAY 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/notificatio
nmaxdelay” 

SimpleTyp
e 

integer Topic which provides the 
chargers notification max delay in 
the parameter discovery phase of 
the charge. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of 
the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated 
using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER
_STATUS. 
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TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_NOTIFICATIO
N 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/notificatio
n” 

SimpleTyp
e 

following 
enumeration table 
"EVSENotificationTyp
e" 
ISO15118-2 

Topic which provides the 
chargers notification in the 
parameter discovery phase of the 
charge. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of 
the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated 
using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER
_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_NOMINALVO
LTAGE 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/nominalvo
ltage” 

ComplexT
ype 

nominalVoltageJson
Object { 
"Multiplier" : byte, 
"Value” : 
short } 

Topic which provides the 
chargers nominal line voltage in 
the parameter discovery phase of 
the charge. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of 
the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated 
using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER
_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_RCD "port0/ci/evse/parameter/rcd” SimpleTyp
e 

boolean "0" or "1" Topic which provides the 
chargers status of the Residual 
Current Device in the parameter 
discovery phase of the charge. 
Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the 
parameter phase of the charge 
which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER
_STATUS. 

Table 62 EVSE specific V2G parameters of the parameter discovery phase 

15.5.6 EVSE specific V2G parameters of the charge phase 

Topic Name Topic Type Value Comment 
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TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_NOTIFICATIONMAX
DELAY 

"port0/ci/evse/charge/notificationmax
delay” 

SimpleType integer Topic which provides the chargers 
notification max delay in the 
charge phase of the charge. Will 
be or should be published from 
the beginning 
of the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated 
using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_ST
ATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_NOTIFICATION "port0/ci/evse/charge/notification” SimpleType following 
enumeration 
table 
"EVSENotificati
on- 
Type” 
ISO15118-2 

Topic which provides the chargers 
notification in the charge phase of 
the charge. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of 
the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated 
using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_ST
ATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_METERINFO "port0/ci/evse/charge/meterinfo" ComplexTy
pe 

 Topic which provides the chargers 
meter info in the charge phase of 
the charge. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of 
the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated 
using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_ST
ATUS. 
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TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_RECEIPTREQUIRE
D 

"port0/ci/evse/charge/receiptrequired
" 

SimpleType  Topic which indicates if the 
charger requires a receipt of the 
meter info in the charge phase of 
the charge. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of 
the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated 
using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_ST
ATUS. 

Table 63 EVSE specific V2G parameters of the charge phase 

15.5.7 EV specific V2G parameters of the initialisation phase 

Topic Name Topic Type Value Comment 

TOPIC_EV_INIT_EVCCID "port0/ci/ev/init/evccid” SimpleType string Topic which provides EVCCID 
which is mostly the MAC 
address of the EV´s 
comunication device. Will be or 
should be published from the 
beginning of the parameter 
phase of the charge which can 
be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATU
S. 

TOPIC_EV_INIT_SERVICESCOPE "port0/ci/ev/init/servicescope" SimpleType string Topic which provides the scope 
of the EV´s service discovery. 
Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the 
parameter phase of the charge 
which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATU
S. 
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TOPIC_EV_INIT_SERVICECATEGORY "port0/ci/ev/init/servicecategory” SimpleType following 
enumeration 
table 
"serviceCategory
-Type” 
ISO15118-2 

Topic which provides the scope 
of the EV´s service discovery. 
Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the 
parameter phase of the charge 
which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATU
S. 

TOPIC_EV_INIT_SELECTEDSERVICEID "port0/ci/ev/init/selectedserviceid" SimpleType integer Topic which provides the EV´s 
selected service ID. Will be or 
should be published from the 
beginning of the parameter 
phase of the charge which can 
be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATU
S. 

TOPIC_EV_INIT_SELECTEDPAYMENTOPTIO
N 

"port0/ci/ev/init/selectedpaymentop
tion” 

SimpleType following 
enumeration 
table 
"paymentOption-
Type" 
ISO15118-2 

Topic which provides the EV´s 
selected payment option. Will be 
or should be published from 
the  beginning of the parameter 
phase of 
the charge which can be 
indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATU
S. 

Table 64 EV specific V2G parameters of the initialisation phase 

15.5.8 EV specific V2G parameters of the authentication phase 

Topic Name Topic Type Value Comment 

TOPIC_EV_AUTH_EMAID "port0/ci/ev/auth/emaid" SimpleType string Topic which provides the identifier of the 
charging contract at the very beginning of 
the authentication phase which can be 
indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_AUTH_STATUS. 
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TOPIC_EV_AUTH_CONTRACTSIGNATURE
CERTCHAIN 

"port0/ci/ev/auth/contractsignature
certificatechain" 

ComplexType  Topic which provides the contract 
certificate and optional sub certificates at 
the very beginning of the authentication 
phase which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_AUTH_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EV_AUTH_CONTRACTID "port0/ci/ev/auth/contractid" SimpleType string Topic which provides the identifier of the 
charging contract at the very beginning of 
the authentication phase which can be 
indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_AUTH_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EV_AUTH_GENCHALLENGE "port0/ci/ev/auth/genchallenge” SimpleType string Topic which provides the challenge sent by 
the SECC which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_EVSE_AUTH_GENCHALLENGE. 

Table 65 EV specific V2G parameters of the authentication phase 

15.5.9 EV specific V2G parameters of the parameter phase 

Topic Name Topic Type Value Comment 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_MAXSASCHED
ULETUPLES 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/maxsasche
duletuples" 

SimpleTyp
e 

integer Topic which indicates the maximal 
number of entries in the 
SAScheduleTuple the EVSE shall 
provide. The EVSE can transmit 
up to the maximum number of 
entries defined in the parameter. 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_REQUESTEDE
NERGYTYPE 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/requesteden
ergytype” 

SimpleTyp
e 

following enumeration 
table 
,,energyTransferType” 
ISO15118-2 

Topic which provides the EV´s 
requested energy transfer type. 
Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the 
parameter phase of the charge 
which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER
_STATUS. 
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TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_DEPARTURETI
ME 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/departureti
me” 

SimpleTyp
e 

long integer Topic which provides the intended 
departure time of the EV in 
seconds from the point in time 
when sending the according 
message. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of 
the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated 
using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER
_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_EAMOUNT "port0/ci/ev/parameter/eamount” ComplexT
ype 

eAmountJsonObject 
{"Multiplier” : byte, 
,,Value” : short } 

Topic which provides the 
estimated amount of energy the 
EV will consume in the upcoming 
charge. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of 
the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated 
using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER
_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_MAXVOLTAGE
LIMIT 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/maxvoltageli
mit" 

ComplexT
ype 

maxVoltageLimitJson
Object { "Multiplier” : 
byte, "Value” : short } 

Topic which provides the 
maximum voltage limit supported 
by the EV in the parameter 
discovery phase of the charge. 
Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the 
parameter phase of the charge 
which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER
_STATUS. 
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TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_MAXCURRENT
LIMIT 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/maxcurrentli
mit" 

ComplexT
ype 

maxCurrentLimitJson
Object { "Multiplier” : 
byte, "Value” : short } 

Topic which provides the EVs 
maximum current limit supported 
by the EV in the parameter 
discovery phase of the charge. 
Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the 
parameter phase of the charge 
which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER
_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_MINCURRENTL
IMIT 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/mincurrentli
mit" 

ComplexT
ype 

minCurrentLimitJsonO
bject { "Multiplier” : 
byte, "Value”: short} 

Topic which provides the EVs 
minimum current limit supported 
by the EV in the parameter 
discovery phase of the charge. 
Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the 
parameter phase of the charge 
which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER
_STATUS. 

Table 66 EV specific V2G parameters of the parameter phase 

15.5.10 EV specific V2G parameters of the charge phase 

Topic Name Topic Type Value Comment 

TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_READYTOCHARG
ESTATE 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/readytochar
gestate" 

SimpleTyp
e 

following enumeration 
table 
"chargeProgressType
” ISO15118-2 

Topic which provides if the EV is ready 
to charge. Will be or should be 
published from the END of the 
parameter phase of the charge which 
can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STA
TUS OR it will end the pre charge 
phase which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PRECHARGE_STA
TUS. 
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TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_CHARGINGPROFI
LETUPLEID 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/chargingprof
iletupleid” 

SimpleTyp
e 

string Topic which provides the selected 
SAScheduleTupleID from the 
TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_SASCH
EDULELIST. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of the 
charge phase of the charge which can 
be indicated using 
TOPIC_ 
CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_CHARGINGPROFI
LEENTRY 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/chargingprof
ileentry" 

ComplexT
ype 

chargingProfileJsonO
bject: { "Start” : 
[int,...], 
"PMax” : [int,...], 
"PMaxMultiplier” : 
[int,...], 
"NumberOfPhases” : 
[int,...] } 

Topic which provides information about 
the selected charging profile from the 
TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_SASCH
EDULELIST. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of the 
charge phase of the charge which can 
be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

Table 67 EV specific V2G parameters of the charge phase 

15.5.11 EV specific V2G parameters of the session stop request 

Topic Name Topic Type Value Comment 

TOPIC_EV_STOP_PROGRESS "port0/ci/ev/stop/progress” SimpleType following enumeration table 
"chargingSessionType” 
ISO15118-2 

Topic which provides the EV´s information if 
the charging process shall either be terminated 
or paused. Will be published if the 
SessionStopRequest is received on EVSE 
side. 

Table 68 EV specific V2G parameters of the session stop request 
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15.6 Programming example for subscribing and publishing topics 
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void handleStatusTopics(struct mosquitto *mosq, void *userdata, const 

struct mosquitto_message *message) 

{ 

    int result; 

    if (strcmp(message->topic, TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATUS) == 0) { 

        if (strcmp((char *) message->payload, "started") == 0) { 

            char * sessionId = generateSessionId(); 

            result = mosquitto_publish(mosq, NULL, 

TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_SESSIONID, sizeof (sessionId), sessionId, qosLevel, 

retain); 

  

            char * evseId = getEVSEId(); 

            result = mosquitto_publish(mosq, NULL, TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_EVSEID, 

sizeof (evseId), evseId, qosLevel, retain); 

  

            char * datetimenow = getActualTime().toCharArray(); 

            result = mosquitto_publish(mosq, NULL, 

TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_DATETIMENOW, sizeof (datetimenow), datetimenow, qosLevel, 

retain); 

            // ... publish every further topic which can be published here 

        } 

    } 

    else if (strcmp(message->topic, TOPIC_CHARGE_AUTH_STATUS) == 0) { 

        if (strcmp((char *) message->payload, "started") == 0) { 

            char authenticated = (char) authenticateUser(); 

            if (EVSEProcessing.Finished == authenticated) { // some 

enumerated value ??? 

                result = mosquitto_publish(mosq, NULL, 

TOPIC_EVSE_AUTH_EVSEPROCESSING, 1, &authenticated, qosLevel, retain); 

            } 

            // error case 

            else if (Authentication.Error == authenticated) { 

                char error = '1'; 

                result = mosquitto_publish(mosq, NULL, 

TOPIC_EVSE_AUTH_ERROR, 1, &error, qosLevel, retain); 

            } 

        } 

    } 

    else if (strcmp(message->topic, TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS) == 0) { 

        if (strcmp((char *) message->payload, "started") == 0) { 

            char * nominalVoltage = createNominalVoltageJSonObject(); 

            result = mosquitto_publish(mosq, NULL, 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_NOMINALVOLTAGE, sizeof (nominalVoltage), 

nominalVoltage, qosLevel, retain); 

            // and so on ... 

        } 

    } 

    else if (strcmp(message->topic, TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS) == 0) { 

        if (strcmp((char *) message->payload, "started") == 0) { 

            startCharging(); // close contactors before 

        } 

    } 

} 

  

void handleCharge(struct mosquitto *mosq, void *userdata, const struct 

mosquitto_message *message) { 

    if (strcmp(message->topic, TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_READYTOCHARGESTATE) == 0) { 

        if (strcmp((char *) message->payload, "Start") == 0) { 

            closeContactors(); 

        } 

    } 

    // ... 

} 

  

...... 
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15.7 Physical value type 

The physical value type is used to determine the parameters of the power electronic. This type is 
defined as JSON object and consists of three name/value pairs. 

physical_value_json_object{ 

  "Multiplier":byte, 

  "Value":short, 

  "Unit":byte //optional 

} 

 

The table below shows the physical value type definition. 

Key Type Values 

Multiplier byte -3, -2, -1, 0, +1, +2, +3 

Unit byte 0 (hours), 1 (minutes), 2 (seconds), 3 (ampere) 4 (volt), 5 (watt), 6 (watt-hours) 

Value short -32.768 to +32.767 
 

Table 69 Physical value type definition 

When electrical parameters are signalized, their units do not need to be transmitted because 
those are predefined in the ISO 15118-2 table 68. So for current and voltage the units will be 
omitted from the JSON objects. 

15.8 Basic SECC configuration  

The basic SECC configuration is stored in path /etc/secc/ under the JSON file "customer.json”. 
The JSON object "grid” provides all power-electronic specific parameters. The configuration will 
be used to initialize the charging parameters and will be automatically loaded after the EV plug is 
connected. The topic TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATUS with "started” signalizes that the 
initialization is finished and the MQTT interface is ready to receive messages. Most of the default 
parameters can be overwritten with the content of the respective MQTT message. If a developer 
doesn´t need to provide other values, the according topics do not need to be sent. 

15.9 Stop charging and error shutdown on EVSE side  

To stop the charge the EVSE has the possibility to send topic TOPIC_EVSE_*_NOTIFICATION 
with payload "StopCharging” ('1') in some phases of the charge. The "EVSENotification” topic is 
not provided in every charging phase. Within the authentication phase the 
TOPIC_EVSE_AUTH_ERROR topic can be used to abort a charging session. Note, there can be 
EVs which don´t support the stop by ignoring the "EVSENotification". In this case we suggest to 
abort the charge by using TOPIC_EVSE_AUTH_ERROR. Contactors should be opened 
immediately after sending this topic. For external broker communication over the Ethernet 
interface it is recommended to use the "Last Will and Testament” (LWT) mechanism of MQTT to 
handle a situation if the connection is closed unexpectedly. 

15.10 Stop charging and error shutdown indication on EV side  

A charging session can be interrupted by the EV in any charging phase. The common way is that 
the EV changes the CP State from ’C’ to ’B’ within a running charging phase (See chapter Charge 
status information). The charging stack observes the CP State throughout the entire charging 
session and closes the TCP connection if an unexpected CP State has been detected. In addition, 
the EV can set a failed error code in one of the possible error code topics. The error codes are 
described in the ISO 15118/DIN 70121 standards. The default value, when the EV has no error 
detected, is ’0’ ("No Error”). The error codes are intended for informational purposes only, and 
they shall not influence the EVSE charging process. 
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15.11 Renegotiation process  

In ISO 15118 it is possible to renegotiate the charging schedule between EV and EVSE. Both EV 
and EVSE can trigger the renegotiation process and can interrupt the charging progress. The 
EVSE can request the renegotiation process over the phase specific message type 
"NOTIFICATION”. This parameter must be set to "Renegotiation” (’3’). Either of an EVSE request 
or own request the EV signalizes the start of renegotiation process over the topic 
TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_READYTOCHARGESTATE with ,,Renegotiate” (’2’). The figure "charge 
flow” of chapter Charge status information shows the typical message sequence of the 
renegotiation process. If the renegotiation process has started, the charging phase will be 
interrupted and the EV switches to CP State B. After receiving of the topic 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS with "started” the charging schedule must be updated 
over topic TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_SASCHEDULELIST. The physical values shall be set 
to a valid state before starting the next phase. If the EVSE is ready to continue the charging 
progress, phase ,,PARAMETER” must be set to "finished” (’0’) with the EVSE-Processing 
parameter (See chapter EVSEProcessing). 

List of topics which will be reset if the renegotiation process has started: 

1. TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_EVSEPROCESSING (Ongoing ’1’) 

2. TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_SASCHEDULELIST (Empty list) 

15.12 Pausing and resuming of a charging session  

In ISO 15118 it is possible that the EV can pause a charging session and later resume it. The 
figure ,,charge flow” of chapter Charge status information shows the typical message sequence 
if the EV uses the pause mechanism. This feature is currently not implemented. 

15.13 Internal error behavior & safe state 

The Charging stack always monitors the internal hardware abstraction (e.g. contactor or locking 
motor). In case it doesn’t react within the defined times, the stack goes into an error mode and 
tries to achieve a safe state. This state is defined as following: 

Topic Name 
 

Topic state 

TOPIC_CONTACTOR_STATE_TARGET "port0/contactor/state/target" 0 

TOPIC_VENTILATION_STATE_TARGET "port0/ventilation/state/target" 0 

TOPIC_CHARGING "port0/charging" 0 

TOPIC_PLUG_LOCK "port0/plug_lock/state/target" 0 

TOPIC_CP_DUTY_CYCLE "port0/cp/duty_cycle" 0 (unrecoverable) or 
100 (recoverable) 

Table 70 Internal error behaviour & safe state 

Note: The duty cycle in safe state depends on whether the error case is considered as 
unrecoverable (e.g. RCD error, contactor error) or not (e.g. plug lock error). 

Additionally in case of a permanent plug lock failure, the Charging stack tries to recover from this 
situation by driving back to the last valid state and then to the desired state. 

15.14 Emergency alarm 

In order to terminate the power supply for safety reasons the Charging stack supports an 
emergency alarm. This feature must be configured in the customer.json accordingly. In case 

the emergency switch has been asserted, the Charging stack tries to achieve the safe state 
(unrecoverable) as fast as possible.
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15.15 Current limits for basic AC charging 

The charging stack internally determines the minimum of all current limits. All these values are considered in Ampere. The special value of -1 should be 
considered as no current limit. 

 

Topic Name 
 

Topic Type Value Comment 

TOPIC_CABLE_CURRENT_LIMIT "port0/cable_current_limit" SimpleType integer Internal topic which indicates 
the supported current by the 
physical cable. This is 
published by Charge Control C 
and should not be overwritten. 

TOPIC_EVSE_GRID_CURRENT_LIMIT_ACTUAL "port0/ci/evse/basic/grid_current_limit/actual" SimpleType integer Topic which indicates the 
maximum current rating of the 
grid cabling and fusing the 
charging station is connected 
to. This is published and 
evaluated once by Charge 
Control C and should not be 
overwritten. 

TOPIC_EVSE_EVSE_CURRENT_LIMIT_ACTUAL "port0/ci/evse/basic/evse_current_limit/actual" SimpleType integer Topic which indicates the 
maximum current rating of 
EVSE internal cabling. This is 
published and evaluated once 
by Charge Control C and 
should not be overwritten. 
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TOPIC_EVSE_BASIC_MAXCURRENTLIMIT "port0/ci/evse/basic/maxcurrentlimit" SimpleType integer Topic which indicates the 
maximum current of the whole 
charge point used for dynamic 
load management. This is 
intented for OCPP Smart 
charging. A value below 6 set 
the CP duty cycle to 100%, but 
keep the current contactor 
state. 

TOPIC_GLOBAL_DYN_CURRENT_LIMIT "port0/ci/global/dyn_current_limit/+" SimpleType integer Topic which can be used to 
configure the maximum current 
of the whole charge point used 
for dynamic load management 
by customer applications. The 
’+’ wildcard character allows to 
publish up to 5 different current 
limits to the Charge Control C. 
Also the name for the wildcard 
are free to choose, but should 
be kept as short as possible. 
This isn’t stored persistent, so 
after a reboot all these limits 
get lost. A value below 6 set the 
CP duty cycle to 100%, but 
keep the current contactor 
state. See the example below 
to publish this topic. 

Table 71 Current limits for basic AC charging 
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15.15.1 Example to publish dynamic current limits over MQTT 

Publish up to 5 different limits: 

ci/global/dyn_current_limit/internal_example_limit 6 

ci/global/dyn_current_limit/custom_ocpp_limit 13 

ci/global/dyn_current_limit/special_limit 20 

ci/global/dyn_current_limit/custom_limit_1 32 

ci/global/dyn_current_limit/custom_limit_2 63 

ci/global/dyn_current_limit/ignored_limit 1 

  

Configured current limit: 6 A (value of internal_example_limit, 

because all following new current limits were ignored) 

 

Once published the limits can be overwritten at runtime by retransmitting of the topic: 

ci/global/dyn_current_limit/internal_example_limit 20 

  

Configured current limit: 13 A (value of custom_ocpp_limit) 

 

 

Note: Please consider that the current limit will be determined over all current limits. Thus, the 
value of the current limit can only be adjusted over topic 
TOPIC_GLOBAL_DYN_CURRENT_LIMIT if it fits with the other limitations. 

15.16 RFID authorization 

Topic Name 
 

Topic Type Valu
e 

Comment 

TOPIC_RFID_AUTHORIZE
REQ 

"port0/rfid/authorizer
eq" 

SimpleTy
pe 

strin
g 

Internal topic which 
contains the UID of a 
RFID tag. The 
latest version of 
the charging stack expects 
that this topic is not 
retained. The format of the 
UID is 
hex representation, little 
endian, zero filled 
and without any 
delimiter (Example: 012345
AB). 

Table 72 RFID authorization 

15.17 Sharing one RFID reader between two Charge Control C 

Charge Control charging stack provides the ability to share a single RFID reader between two 
Charge Control C. This requires that the Charge Control C without the RFID reader is available 
under a fixed address. Also the Charge Control C with the RFID reader must be able to connect 
to the MQTT broker of the other board. 

Parameter Value Note 

ocpp/rfidStopTransaction false This value is required. 
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ocpp/rfidRequiresEvPresent true This value is required. 

ports[0]/user_authentication ocpp  

ports[0]/rfid/enable true  

ports[0]/rfid/protocol Stronglink  

ports[0]/rfid/remote_ports[]/uri mqtt://192.168.1.5  

Table 73 Example settings for Charge Control C with RFID reader (MQTT Master): 

Parameter Value Note 

ocpp/rfidStopTransaction false This value is required 

ocpp/rfidRequiresEvPresent true This value is required 

ports[0]/user_authentication ocpp  

ports[0]/rfid/enable true  

ports[0]/rfid/protocol mqtt  

Table 74 Example settings for Charge Control C without RFID reader (MQTT Slave): 

Note: It is possible to share an RFID reader and a USB internet dongle. This requires at least a 
static IP configuration of the MQTT Slave, otherwise both boards would race for the dynamic IP 
addresses from the dongle. 

15.17.1 Shared RFID authorization behavior 

Sharing one RFID reader requires a special authorization behavior: 

• no EV connected → RFID tag ignored 

• one non-charging EV connected → RFID tag accepted 

• one non-charging EV connected, one charging EV connected → RFID tag accepted 

• two non-charging EV connected since up to 60 seconds → RFID tag accepted, last one will 
be selected 

• two non-charging EV connected since more than 60 seconds → RFID tag ignored 

• two charging EV → RFID tag ignored 

15.18 Ventilation Control  

Charge Control C allows to connect an external ventilation on relay 2 of the board. The Charge 
Control C configuration offers two options for the ventilation control. The ventilation can be 
controlled "internally" by the charging software or "externally" by the customer's own software via 
MQTT topics. 
 

The table below shows the relevant MQTT topics for "external" ventilation control. 

Topic Name 
 

Topic Type Comment 
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TOPIC_VENTILATION_AVAILABLE "port0/ventilation/available" bool This topic 
published once 
by charging 
software during 
startup when 
internal 
ventilation is 
enabled via 
configuration 
file. The 
payload is set 
to "1" if the 
ventilation 
control is 
enabled, 
otherwise "0". 
This topic must 
be published 
by the 
customer if 
"external" 
ventilation is 
enabled in the 
configuration. 
 

TOPIC_VENTILATION_STATE_TARGET "port0/ventilation/state/target" bool This topic is 
used to control 
the connected 
ventilation fan. 
This topic must 
be published 
by the 
customer 
software if the 
external control 
mode is 
enabled via 
configuration, 
otherwise it is 
published by 
the charging 
stack itself. The 
payload must 
be set to "1" if 
the ventilation 
should be 
started (relay 2 
should be 
closed) and "0" 
if the ventilation 
should be 
stopped (relay 
2 should be 
opened). 
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TOPIC_VENTILATION_STATE_ACTUAL "port0/ventilation/state/actual" bool This topic 
provides the 
actual 
ventilation state 
as read from 
the related 
GPIO (see 
table Relays). 
This topic will 
be published 
by the charging 
software. The 
payload is set "
1" if the 
ventilation is 
started (relay 2 
is closed) and "
0" if the 
ventilation is 
stopped (relay 
2 is opened). 
This topic can 
be used to 
check whether 
the relay has 
actually 
switched. 
 

Table 75 MQTT topics for ventilation 

 

The next table gives an overview of different use cases for the ventilation control and shows the 
necessary configurations to configure them. 

Us
e 
ca
se 

Descri
ption 

customer.json 
configuration file 

MQTT topic 

ventilation/
enable 

ventilation/
control 

port0/ventilatio
n/available 

port0/ventilation/
state/target 

port0/ventilation/
state/actual 

1 Custom
er 
doesn't 
want to 
use 
ventilati
on, 
and 
also 
doesn't 
want to 
use the 
relais 
at all 

false internal "0" is published 
by charging 
stack 
 

not published by 
charging stack 
 

published by 
charging stack 
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2 Custom
er 
doesn't 
want to 
use 
ventilati
on, but 
wants 
to use 
the 
relais 
for 
custom 
purpos
e 

false external "0" must be 
published by 
external/custome
r software, but 
should not be of 
interest at all 
 

not published by 
charging stack, 
can be used by 
customer/external 
software to switch 
the relay for 
customer purpose 
 

published by 
charging stack 
 

3 Custom
er 
wants 
to use 
ventilati
on 
(control
led 
by char
ging 
stack) 

true internal "1" is published 
by charging 
stack 
 

published 
by charging stack 
as soon as MQTT 
topic "available" is 
published 

published by 
charging stack 
 

Table 76 Use cases for the ventilation control 

 

The next table shows the preconditions of the config parameter and MQTT topics to allow 
charging with requested ventilation by the EV (CP State D charging). 

customer.json 
configuration file 
always_accept_c
p_state_d 

customer.j
son 
configurati
on file 
ventilation/
enable 

customer.j
son 
configurati
on file 
ventilation/
control 

MQTT topic 
port0/ventilation
/available 

MQTT topic 
port0/ventilation/s
tate/actual 

Remarks 

true don't care don't care don't care don't care The EVs 
request for 
ventilation 
is always 
accepted. 

false false internal don't care don't care Charging is 
not 
allowed. 
This is 
indicated 
with duty 
cycle of 
100%. The 
plug lock (if 
available) 
is/remains 
closed. 
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external don't care is published by 
charging stack 

 

true internal is published by 
charging stack 

is published by 
charging stack 

 

external must be 
published by 
external/custome
r software 

must be published 
by 
external/customer 
software 
depending on the 
actual request 
(port0/ventilation/st
ate/target) by 
charging stack 

Charging is 
only 
possible 
when 
external/cu
stomer 
software 
announces 
that 
ventilation 
is actually 
available. 

Table 77 Requirements for CP state D charging 

15.19 Best practice 

1. Check if the EV is plugged and new TCP connection is established (CP State ’B’ received 
over topic TOPIC_CHARGE_CP_STATUS and TOPIC_CHARGE_TCP_STATUS with 
"connected” (’1’)) 

2. Observe the CP States and the TCP connection status throughout the whole charging session 
(See chapter Charge status information) 

3. Use the status topics to indicate the current charging phase (See chapter Charge status 
information) 

4. Analyze the subscribed MQTT EV topics and handle the EVSE topics according to the 
standard (ISO 15118/DIN70121) 

a. Initialization phase ( TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATUS with "started") 

▪ Initialize the charging parameters over the MQTT topics before reaching the 
corresponding phase. All parameters can be initialized after receiving of the 
topic TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATUS with "started". Depending on the 
initialization process, the "INIT" parameter must be provided no later than 
three seconds after "started". Alternatively, it is possible to use the 
configuration file to initialize the charging parameters (See chapter Basic 
SECC configuration) 

▪ Check the selected protocol (TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_PROTOCOL). The 
ISO 15118 charging flow supports additional mechanisms like renegotiation 
of charging parameter (See chapter Renegotiation process) and resume of 
an old session (See chapter Pausing and resuming of a charging session), 
and additional parameters to control the charging session. 

b. Authentication phase ( TOPIC_CHARGE_AUTH_STATUS with "started”) 

▪ If the authentication phase has finished on EVSE side, the EVSE-Processing 
parameter of the "AUTH” phase needs to be set to "Finished” (’0’). 

▪ The authentication method depends on the provided list within the 
TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_PAYMENTOPTIONS message. Only 
"ExternalPayment” (’1’) is currently supported. 

c. Charge parameter phase ( TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS with 
"started") 

▪ If the charge parameter phase has finished on EVSE side, the EVSE-
Processing parameter of the “PARAMETER” phase needs to be set to 
“Finished” ('0'). 
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▪ If EVSE-Processing was set to “Finished” ('0') the connector has to be locked 
on EV-side. 

▪ In ISO15118 at least one SA-schedule must be sent over topic 
TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_SASCHEDULELIST. One schedule is 
already predefined in the configuration file, but this one should be adapted 
with valid data (See chapter Basic SECC configuration). 

d. Charge phase ( TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS with “started”) 

▪ The EVSE shall follow the requested EV target voltage and target current 
under the conditions of the handled maximum and minimum limits. 

▪ The topic TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_READYTOCHARGESTATE indicates the 
current charge progress of the EV. If it is set to “Start” ('0') or “Stop” ('1') the 
EV requests to start or stop the energy flow, if is set to “Renegotiate” ('2') the 
EV requests the renegotiation process. (Only relevant for ISO15118. See 
chapter Renegotiation process) 

5. Initiate a shutdown of the power electronic if the EV indicates stop charging (See chapter Stop 
charging and error shutdown indication on EV side) or for EVSE emergency reasons (See 
chapter Stop charging and error shutdown on EVSE side). 

6. The charging session is terminated by receiving the topic TOPIC_CHARGE_TCP_STATUS 
with “disconnected” ('0') and TOPIC_CHARGE_CP_STATUS with CP State 'A'. 

16 Order Information 

 

Figure 16 Product code 

 

 

permissible order codes SW Variant Housing HW Variant 

I2CCSC-P00-100 PWM AC Charging without housing 100 

I2CCSC-P00-200 PWM AC Charging without housing 200 

I2CCSC-P00-300 PWM AC Charging without housing 300 

I2CCSC-A00-100 AC with ISO15118 without housing 100 

I2CCSC-A00-200 AC with ISO15118 without housing 200 

I2CCSC-A00-300 AC with ISO15118 without housing 300 

I2CCSC-P01-100 PWM AC Charging DIN-Rail housing 100 

I2CCSC-P01-200 PWM AC Charging DIN-Rail housing 200 

I2CCSC-P01-300 PWM AC Charging DIN-Rail housing 300 

I2CCSC-A01-100 AC with ISO15118 DIN-Rail housing 100 

I2CCSC-A01-200 AC with ISO15118 DIN-Rail housing 200 

I2CCSC-A01-300 AC with ISO15118 DIN-Rail housing 300 

http://charge/
http://charge/
http://charge/
http://charge/
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Table 78 Order Information 

17 Device Marking 

Each device is marked with a label containing the following data: 

1. Order Code 

2. Serial Number 

3. Production Data Code: WWYY 

4. 2D DataMatrix code containing the following information as a list of space separated values: 

a. Order Code 

b. MAC address Ethernet1 (only present for variant 200 and 300) 

c. MAC address CP QCA70001 (only present for variant 200 and 300) 

d. MAC address CP QCA7000 Linux interface1 (only present for variant 200 and 300) 

e. MAC address mains QCA70001 (only present for variant 300) 

f. MAC address mains QCA700 Linux interface1 (only present for variant 300) 

g. DAK mains QCA7000 (only present for variant 300) 

h. Serial Number2 

i. Production Data Code 

1: without colons or other delimiters 

2: 10 digits, with leading zeros 

An example is shown in figure Example Label for Charge Control C. 

 

Figure 17 Example Label for Charge Control C 
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18 Certifications 

 

Figure 18 Compatible with the back end system be.ENERGISED 
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